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The ARGO-YBJ experiment
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Tibet ASγ 
ARGO 

The Yangbajing Cosmic Ray Laboratory 

Longitude: 90º 31’ 50’’ East
Latitude: 30º 06’ 38’’ North

90 km North from Lhasa (Tibet)

4300 m above sea level
∾ 600 g/cm2

INFN IHEP/CAS

ARGO-YBJ is a telescope optimized for the detection of small size air showers  
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The ARGO-YBJ layout
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Experimental Hall & Detector Layout

Vulcano Workshop 2010 G. Di Sciascio 4

Single layer of Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) 
with a full coverage (92% active surface) of a large area (5600 m2)

+ sampling guard ring (6700 m2 in total)

time resolution ~1-2 ns (pad)
space resolution = strip

10 Pads 
(56 x 62 cm2)
for each RPC

8 Strips 
(6.5 x 62 cm2) 

for each Pad1 CLUSTER = 12 RPCs

78 m
111 m

99
 m

74
 m

(5.7 7.6 m2)

Gas Mixture: Ar/ Iso/TFE = 15/10/75

HV = 7200 V

Central Carpet:
130 Clusters
1560 RPCs

124800 Strips
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The experimental hall
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Cluster = DAQ unit 

BigPad 

RPC 

Cluster = DAQ unit 

BigPad 

RPC 
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The basic concepts
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…for an unconventional air shower detector
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❖ HIGH ALTITUDE SITE                             
(YBJ - Tibet 4300 m asl - 600 g/cm2)


❖ FULL COVERAGE                                  
(RPC technology, 92% covering factor)


❖ HIGH SEGMENTATION OF THE READOUT 
(small space-time pixels)

Space pixels: 146,880 strips (7×62 cm2) 

Time  pixels: 18,360 pads (56×62 cm2)    

 … in order to

• image the shower front with unprecedented details


• get an energy threshold of a few hundreds of GeV
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Shower detection
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Fired pads on the carpet 

Arrival time  vs position 

Small and compact events
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ARGO-YBJ energy distributions
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G. Di Sciascio 15th AGILE 2017, May 24, 2017

Energy threshold

29

The Astrophysical Journal, 798:119 (11pp), 2015 January 10 Bartoli et al.
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Figure 2. Angular resolution for different Npad intervals, according to simula-
tions. The curves represent the fraction of events beyond the angular distance d
from the source, as a function of d.

shower arrival direction. For events with Npad ! 100, for which
the core position is determined with more accuracy, the error
can be considerably reduced.

These selections and corrections shrink the PSF by a factor
ranging from ∼1.1 for events with Npad = 20–39, up to ∼2,
for Npad ! 1000. The PSFs obtained by simulating the Crab
Nebula along its daily path up to θ = 45◦ are shown in Figure 2
for different intervals of Npad.

To describe the PSFs analytically, for small values of Npad
that cannot be simply fitted by a two-dimensional Gaussian
function, the simulated distributions have been fitted with a
linear combination of two Gaussians. In general, when the PSF
is described by a single Gaussian (F(r) = 1/(2πσ 2) exp (−r2/
σ 2), where r is the angular distance from the source position),
the value of the root mean square σ is commonly defined as the
“angular resolution.” In this case, the fraction of events within
1σ is 39%. For our PSFs, the value of the 39% containment
radius R39 ranges from 0.◦19 for Npad ! 2000 to 1.◦9 for Npad =
20–39. Table 1 reports the values of R39 for different Npad
intervals, together with the core position error, after quality
cuts, as obtained by simulating the source during the daily path
in the ARGO-YBJ field of view.

2.3. Energy Measurement

The number of hit pads Npad is the observable related to
the primary energy that is used to infer the source spectrum.
In general, the number of particles at ground level is not a
very accurate estimator of the primary energy of the single
event, due to the large fluctuations in the shower development
in the atmosphere. Moreover, for a given shower, the number
of particles detected in a finite area detector like ARGO-YBJ
depends on the position of the shower core with respect to
the detector center; for small showers this is especially poorly
determined.

The relation between Npad and the primary gamma-ray en-
ergy of showers surviving the selection cuts is illustrated in
Figure 3, where the corresponding primary energy distributions
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Figure 3. Normalized distribution of the primary gamma-ray energy for different
Npad intervals, for a Crab-like source.

for different Npad intervals are reported, as obtained by simulat-
ing a Crab-like source with a power law spectrum with index
−2.63. The distributions are broad, with extended overlapping
regions, spanning over more than one order of magnitude for
small Npad values. The median energies for different Npad inter-
vals are given in Table 1. They range from 340 GeV for events
with Npad = 20–39, to ∼18 TeV for Npad ! 2000.

Since the variable Npad does not allow the accurate mea-
surement of the primary energy of a single event, the energy
spectrum is evaluated by studying the global distribution of
Npad. The observed distribution is compared to a set of simu-
lated ones obtained with different test spectra to determine the
spectrum that better reproduces the data.

3. THE CRAB NEBULA SIGNAL

The data set used for this analysis contains all the events
recorded from 2007 November to 2013 February, with Npad !
20. The total on-source time is 1.12 × 104 hr.

For each source transit, the events are used to fill a set of nine
12◦ × 12◦ sky maps centered on the Crab Nebula position, with
a bin size of 0.◦1×0.◦1 in right ascension and declination (“event
maps”). Each map corresponds to a defined Npad interval:
20–39, 40–59, 60–99, 100–199, 200–299, 300–499, 500–999,
1000–1999 and Npad ! 2000.

To extract the excess of gamma-rays, the cosmic-ray back-
ground has to be estimated and subtracted. Using the time swap-
ping method (Alexandreas et al. 1993), the shower data recorded
in a time interval ∆t = 2–3 hr are used to evaluate the “back-
ground maps,” i.e., the expected number of cosmic-ray events in
any location of the map for the given time interval. This method
assumes that during the interval ∆t the shape of the distribution
of the arrival directions of cosmic-rays in local coordinates does
not change, while the overall rate could change due to atmo-
spheric and detector effects. The value of the time interval ∆t is
less than a few hours to minimize the systematic effects due to
the environmental parameters variations that could change the
distribution of the arrival directions.

The time swapping method is a sort of “simulation” based on
real data: for each detected event, nf “fake” events (with nf =
10) are generated by replacing the original arrival time with
new ones, randomly selected from an event buffer that spans the
time ∆t of data taking. By changing the time, the fake events
maintain the same declination of the original event, but have

4

8 Albert et al.

Figure 3. Fits to the true energy distribution of photons from a source with a spectrum of the form E−2.63 at a declination
of +20◦N for B between 1 and 9, summed across a transit of the source. Better energy resolution and dynamic range can be
achieved with a more sophisticated variable that takes into account the zenith angle of events and the total light level on the
ground. The curves have been scaled to the same vertical height for display.

2.4. Core Reconstruction

In an air shower, the concentration of secondary particles is highest along the trajectory of the original primary
particle, termed the air shower core. Determining the position of the core on the ground is key to reconstructing the
direction of the primary particle. In the sample event, Figure 2, the air shower core is evident in Figure 2a. The image
is an overhead view of the HAWC detector with circles indicating the WCD location and the PMTs within the WCDs.
The colors indicate the amount of light (measured in units of PEs) seen in each PMT. The air shower core is evident
as the point of maximum PE density.
The PE distribution on the ground is fit with a function that decreases monotonically with the distance from the

shower core. The signal in the ith PMT, Si, is presumed to be

Si = S(A, x⃗, x⃗i) = A
! 1

2πσ2
e−|x⃗i−x⃗|2/2σ2

+
N

(0.5 + |x⃗i − x⃗|/Rm)3

"

(1)

where x⃗ is the core location, x⃗i is the location of the measurement, Rm is the Molière radius of the atmosphere,
approximately 120 m at HAWC altitude, σ is the width of the Gaussian, and N is the normalization of the tail.
Fixed values of σ = 10 m and N = 5 · 10−5 are used. This leaves three free parameters, the core location and overall
amplitude, A.
The functional form used in this algorithm, termed the Super Fast Core Fit (SFCF), is a simplification of a modified

Nishimura-Kamata-Greisen (NKG) function (Greisen 1960) and is chosen for rapid fitting of air shower cores. The
NKG function has an additional free parameter, the shower age, and involves computationally intensive power law and
gamma function evaluation. The SFCF hypothesis in Equation 1 is similar but numerical minimization can converge
faster because: the function is simpler, the derivatives are computed analytically, and the lack of a pole at the core
location.
Figure 2b shows the recorded charge in each PMT as a function of the PMT’s distance along the ground to the

reconstructed shower core. The fit for this event is shown along with the PINCness moving average from Section 2.6.
While the full NKG function would describe the lateral distribution better, the SFCF form allows rapid identification
the center of showers and this is sufficient for the present analysis. Cores can be localized to a median error of ∼2

ARGO-YBJ (final) HAWC (2017)

full coverage RPC carpet operated at 4300 m asl

coverage ≈ 92%

high granularity

array of water tanks operated at 4100 m asl

coverage ≈ 60%

Topology-based Trigger logic: 
>20 pads out of 15,000 bkg free !Median energy first bin = 360 GeV
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The RPC charge readout
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Fig. 1. Average strip and pad sizes compared to the total and truncated
sizes for proton-induced air showers on the ARGO-YBJ central carpet.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the digital strip size spectrum and the analog
big pad spectrum. Two different amplitude scales have been used to extend
the energy range. In the upper scale the corresponding proton mean energy
is reported.

Clusters (ARGO-42, ª1820 m2 out of ª6700 m2), has been
put in data taking with a so-called ”Low Multiplicity Trigger”,
requiring at least 60 fired pads on the whole detector [13].
The corresponding median energy of proton-induced triggered
showers is º6 TeV. In this paper we present a first measure-
ment of the strip size spectrum performed with the ARGO-42
detector.

II. THE ARGO-YBJ DETECTOR
The ARGO-YBJ detector is constituted by a single layer of

RPCs with ª93% of active area. This carpet has a modular
structure, the basic module being a Cluster (5.7£7.6 m2),
divided into 12 RPCs (2.8£1.25 m2 each). Each chamber
is read by 80 strips of 6.75£61.8 cm2, logically organized
in 10 independent pads of 55.6£61.8 cm2 [14]. The central
carpet, constituted by 10£13 clusters, is enclosed by a guard
ring partially instrumented (ª40%) in order to improve the
rejection capability for external events. The full detector is
composed by 154 clusters for a total active surface of ª6700
m2. A lead converter 0.5 cm thick will uniformly cover the
apparatus in order to improve the angular resolution. The main
features of the ARGO-YBJ experiment are: (1) time resolution
ª1 ns; (2) space information from strips; (3) time information
from pads. Due to its small size pixels, the detector is able to
image the shower profile with an unprecedented granularity,
with high duty cycle (º 100%) in the typical field of view of
an EAS array (ª2 sr).

A. The digital read-out
The particle density measurement with the digital read-out

provided by the strip system is limited to showers with a
primary energy up to º 100 TeV (for proton-induced events)

due to a strip density of ª22 strips/m2. In Fig. 1 we show the
average strip and pad sizes (Ns and Npad) as a function of the
primary energy for proton-induced showers. For comparison,
the total shower size Nch and the so-called ”truncated size”
Ntr

ch, i.e., the size sampled by the ARGO-YBJ carpet, are also
plotted. In calculations only quasi-vertical (zenith angle µ <
15±) showers with core reconstructed inside a small fiducial
area (260 m2 around the center of the carpet corresponding
to the inner 6 clusters) have been used. An average strip
efficiency of 95% and an average strip multiplicity m = 1.2
have been taken into account. As can be seen from the figure,
log(Ns) is a linear function of log(E) up to about 100 TeV
(corresponding to a particle density of º 12-15 m°2) and
”saturates” above 1000 TeV. Accordingly, the digital response
of the detector can be used to study the primary spectrum up
to energies of a few hundreds of TeV.

B. The analog read-out

In order to extend the dynamic range up to PeV energies, a
charge read-out has been implemented by instrumenting every
RPC also with two large size pads of dimension 140£125 cm2

each (the so-called ”big pads”) [12]. The signal from the big
pad is read by a 12 bits ADC. Different signal amplitude scales
(0-330 mV, 0-2.5 V and 0-20 V) have been implemented in
order to extend the particle density measurement up to º104
particles/m2.
Since November 2004 the analog read-out has been put

in data taking into increasing portions of the full carpet
with a trigger requiring more than 32 particles on at least
one Cluster. In Fig. 2 a comparison between the measured
digital strip size spectrum and the analog big pad spectrum is
shown. Two different amplitude scales have been used in this
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The RPC charge readout: the core region
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MC: 100 TeV MC: 1000 TeV

Strip read-out

Charge read-out Charge read-out

Strip read-out
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Strips 

(digital) 

BigPads 

(analog) 

Real event 

9 Extend the covered energy range 

9 Access the LDF down to the shower core 

9 Sensitivity to primary mass 

9 Info/checks on Hadronic Interactions 

The RPC analog readout 

RICAP - 2013 

Strip read-out

Charge read-out

Data
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ARGO-YBJ milestones
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• In data taking since July 2004  (with increasing portions of the detector)

• Commissioning of the central carpet in June 2006

• Stable data taking full apparatus since November 2007

• End/Stop data taking: February 2013


• Average duty cycle ~87%

• Trigger rate ~3.5 kHz @ 20 pad threshold 

• N. recorded events: ≈ 5·1011 from 100 GeV to 10 PeV

• 100 TB/year data

D
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e

Intrinsic Trigger Rate stability 0.5% 
(after corrections for T/p effects)
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Detector stability at different energies
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Stability of angular resolution and pointing accuracy (TeV)
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Fig. 2. Experimental distributions of the counting rates and their Gaussian fits for a typical cluster: (a) C1, (b) C2 and (c) C3 for 30 min data accumulation. The standard
deviation of the Gaussian fit (rexp) is compared with the square root of the mean of the experimental distribution (rth) to check the compatibility with the Poisson
distribution.
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the Gaussian fit (rexp) is compared with the expected value derived from the single
multiplicities counting rates (see text, Eq. (3)).
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Distribution of particles hitting a cluster (GeV)
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Year Spectral index

2008 -2.61 ± 0.02

2009 -2.61 ± 0.02

2010 -2.61 ± 0.02

2011 -2.62 ± 0.02

� = �2.61± 0.02

Full sample 2008 - 2011

The light component spectrum
Stability of CR flux measurement


p+He spectrum (3 - 300 TeV)

flux difference at 5% level
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Energy calibration!

N ≈ 21 · (ETeV/Z)1.5

Calibration of the energy scale

12

• CREAM:       1.09 ⨉ 1.95 ⨉ 10-11 (E/400 TeV)-2.62 

• ARGO-YBJ: 1.95 ⨉ 10-11 (E/400 TeV)-2.61 

• Hybrid:          0.92 ⨉ 1.95 ⨉ 10-11 (E/400 TeV)-2.63

CREAM: 1.09x1.95x10-11(E/400TeV)-2.62 
 ARGO-YBJ:      1.95x10-11(E/400TeV )-2.61 
Hybrid:   0.92x1.95x10-11(E/400TeV)-2.63 

B. Bartoli et al, Chinese Physics C, Vol. 38, No. 4, 045001 (2014) 

Single power-law: 2.62 ± 0.01

Flux at 400 TeV:  

1.95 × 10-11± 9% (GeV-1 m-2 sr-1 s-1)

The 9% difference in flux corresponds to a difference 
of ± 4% in energy scale between different experiments.

(p+He) spectrum (2 - 700) TeV

ARGO-YBJ: Moon shadow tool

The energy scale uncertainty is estimated at 
10% level in the energy range 1 – 30 (TeV/Z).

Chin. Phys. C 38, 045001 (2014)

PRD 84 (2011) 022003
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Azimuthal distribution EAS > 80 deg
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Profile of the mountains around ARGO-YBJ
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ARGO-YBJ: a multi-purpose experiment

14

•  Sky survey -10%  ≤ δ ≤ 70% (γ-sources, diffuse emission) 

•  High exposure for flaring activity (γ-sources, GRBs, solar flares) 

•  CR 1 TeV ➜ 104 TeV 

•  Antip/p at TeV energies   

• Solar and heliospheric physics   

•  Hadronic interactions, cross sections 

p + He energy spectrum 
Proton “knee” 
Composition at the knee 
Anisotropies 

A multi-purpose experiment capable of acting simultaneously 
as a Cosmic Ray detector and a Gamma Ray Telescope to 

face the open problems in Galactic CR Physics

“Main physics results of the ARGO-YBJ experiment”, Int. J. of Mod. Phys. D23 (2014) 1430019 
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Approaching the knee
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?

The  “knee”  of  the  CR  spectrum

G. Di Sciascio Roma Tor Vergata 18/03/2010 9

Z = 1

Z = 2

Z = 3

FLUX

ENERGY

Emax ~ Z·1015 eV

The standard model:


• Knee attributed to light (proton, helium) component 

• Rigidity-dependent structure (Peters cycle): cut-offs at energies 

proportional to the nuclear charge EZ = Z × 4.5 PeV

• The sum of the flux of all elements with their individual cut-offs 

makes up the all-particle spectrum.

Emax(iron) = 26 · Emax(proton)

Experimental results still conflicting !

The origin of the knee in the all-particle spectrum is 
connected with the issue of the end of the Galactic CR 
spectrum and the transition to extragalactic CRs.

But “acceleration up to PeV energies is problematic in all scenarios 
considered. This implies that either a different (more efficient) 
mechanism of magnetic field amplification operates at SNR shocks, 
or that the sources of GCR in the PeV energy range should be 
searched somewhere else.” Gabici arXiv:1610.07638

“The description of how particles escape from a SNR shock has not 
been completely understood yet, the reason being the uncertainties 
related to how particles reach the maximum energies.”

Morlino arXiv:1706.08275
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for the spectra. This range can be considered as an
estimate for the systematic uncertainty due to the
unknown shape of the distribution tails. It should
be mentioned that the size of this systematic uncer-
tainty should, according to simulations, be consid-
erably reduced for observations close to shower
maximum (e.g. around 5000 m a.s.l.).

In Fig. 14 the unfolding result is displayed to-
gether with the estimate of the total systematic
uncertainty, shown as shaded bands. For low ener-
gies, the dominant contribution to the systematic
uncertainty is due to the tails of the distributions.

Below the knee helium is the most abundant
element, followed by protons and carbon. The en-
ergy spectra of both proton and helium show a
knee-like feature whereas for carbon no knee
structure is visible. The spectra of the heavier ele-
ments look rather unexpected, especially in the
case of iron. For energies below 10 PeV practically
no iron is present, above 20 PeV it dominates the
cosmic ray spectrum together with silicon.

7.2. Results based on SIBYLL 2.1

The outcome of the unfolding using CORS-
IKA/SIBYLL/GHEISHA for calculation of the
response matrices is presented in Fig. 15 for the
Gold algorithm and five particle types. As in
the case of the QGSJet analysis the different
unfolding methods give essentially equal results.
The estimated total systematic uncertainties at
lower energies are slightly smaller than for the
QGSJet based results due to a better description
of the measured data in the corresponding data
range, which will be discussed in Section 8.3. Each
of the spectra of the light groups (proton, helium
and CNO) shows a knee-like feature. The position
of the individual knees is shifted to higher energies
with increasing atomic number. In contrast to the
QGSJet results, carbon is the most abundant ele-
ment at energies around 1–2 PeV but helium is
again more abundant than hydrogen.
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Fig. 13. Different extrapolations of the lgNe-distribution for
0.5 PeV proton induced showers (QGSJet 01).
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Fig. 14. Unfolded energy spectra for H, He, C (left panel) and Si, Fe (right panel) based on QGSJet simulations. The shaded bands are
an estimate of the systematic uncertainties due to the used parameterizations and the applied unfolding method (Gold algorithm).
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The spectrum of silicon looks rather unex-
pected, exhibiting a knee-like structure at around
3 PeV and decreasing very steeply above. Contrary
to silicon, the iron spectrum looks very flat in this
representation with a slight change of index to c !
"2.5 above 10 PeV. This behaviour of the heavy
group spectra will be discussed in Section 8.3.

8. Discussion

8.1. All particle energy spectrum

By summing up the five mass group spectra the
all particle spectrum is obtained. It is displayed in
Fig. 16 for both solutions. The estimated statistical
uncertainties are shown by the error bars, the
shaded band represents the estimated systematic
uncertainty, due to the applied method (Gold
algorithm) and the parameterization of the tails
of the shower size distribution, for the QGSJet re-
sults only. The corresponding band for the SIB-
YLL solution is of same size and omitted here
for reasons of clarity. Tabulated values of the spec-
tra are given in Appendix B.

The knee is clearly visible for both cases. The
spectrum is fitted with the expression [32]

dJðEÞ
dE

¼ p0 & Ep2 1þ E
p1

! "p4! "ðp3"p2Þ=p4
ð12Þ

where p1 corresponds to the knee position, p2 and
p3 are the spectral indices below and above the
knee, and p4 is a parameter describing the sharp-
ness of the knee. In the case of the QGSJet 01 solu-
tion for the knee position a value of 4.0 ± 0.8 PeV
and for the spectral indices "2.70 ± 0.01 and
"3.10 ± 0.07 were obtained. For the SIBYLL
solution the corresponding values are 5.7 ±
1.6 PeV, "2.70 ± 0.06, and "3.14 ± 0.06. In both
cases, the fit is insensitive to the value of p4 which
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Fig. 15. Unfolded energy spectra for H, He, C (left panel) and Si, Fe (right panel) based on SIBYLL simulations. The shaded bands
are estimates of the systematic uncertainties due to the used parameterizations and the applied unfolding method (Gold algorithm).
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Fig. 16. Result for the all particle energy spectrum using
QGSJet and SIBYLL simulations in the analysis. The shaded
band represents the estimated systematic uncertainties for the
QGSJet solution which are of the same order for the SIBYLL
solution. For reasons of clarity only the QGSJet band is
displayed.
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Since the elements carbon, silicon, and iron
stand for elemental groups, which are loosely
defined, a comparison with data from direct
measurements is not possible for these heavier
elements.

Despite the large difference between our two re-
sults they are in good agreement with the extrapo-
lations of those of balloon-borne experiments for
the proton spectrum. At present, the statistical
uncertainties of direct measurements above
1014 eV are of the same order of magnitude as
the systematic uncertainty of air shower based
analyses due to the hadronic interaction models.
Further improvement requires a more reliable the-
oretical description of high energy hadronic
interactions.

9. Summary and conclusion

Using the two-dimensional shower size spec-
trum of electron number lgNe and muon num-
ber lgN tr

l measured with KASCADE an
analysis was presented yielding energy spectra
for five primary mass groups, representing the
chemical composition of cosmic rays. For this
analysis, air shower simulations with two differ-
ent high energy hadronic interaction models
(QGSJet 01 and SIBYLL 2.1) were used. The

reconstructed all particle spectra for both simula-
tion sets coincide within the statistical and system-
atic uncertainties and are consistent with results
from other experiments. The knee is observed at
an energy around !5 PeV with a change of index
Dc ! 0.4. The situation differs quite strongly
when considering the results of the mass group
spectra. Common is the appearance of knee-
like features in the spectra of the light elements.
For both models the position of the knees in
these spectra is shifted towards higher energy
with increasing element number. A closer inspec-
tion revealed that none of the two interaction
models is capable of describing the measured
data consistently over the whole measurement
range. For the QGSJet based analysis deviations
occur at low energies whereas for the SIBYLL
based analysis the higher energies are problem-
atic.

Summarizing, it has been demonstrated that
unfolding methods are capable to reconstruct en-
ergy spectra of individual mass groups from air
shower data, in addition to the all particle spec-
trum. At present, the limiting factors of the anal-
ysis are the properties of the high energy
interaction models used and not the quality or
the understanding of the KASCADE data. The
observed discrepancies between simulations and
data have to be attributed to the models and
may give valuable information for their further
improvements.
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ences. Thus, the results give no hint to any severe problem in the
simulation or the analysis, and reaffirm the conclusions [1] drawn
from the analysis of the nearly vertical shower set: The knee is ob-
served at an energy around !5 PeV with a change of the index
Dc ! 0:4. Considering the results of the mass group spectra, in all
analyses an appearance of knee-like features in the spectra of the
light elements is ascertained. In all solutions the positions of the
knees in these spectra is shifted to higher energy with increasing
element number.

By applying the analysis to different data sets and based on dif-
ferent interaction models, it has been demonstrated that unfolding
methods are capable to reconstruct energy spectra of individual
mass groups from air shower data, in addition to the all-particle
spectrum. But still, the limiting factor of the analysis are the prop-
erties of the hadronic interaction models used and not the quality
or the understanding of the KASCADE data. Furthermore, the pro-
cedure of the KASCADE data analysis, and in future also the analy-
sis of KASCADE-Grande data measuring higher primary energies
and muons at larger distances [17], gives valuable hints for the
improvement of hadronic interaction models. The data can be con-
fidently used when improved interaction models, based on more
and extended accelerator experiments, become available.
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Table 2
The purity of the selected events by T < 0.4

Model Energy (eV) Purity (%)
HD PD

QGSJET 1014–1015 96.7± 0.7 97.4± 0.4
1015–1016 83.1± 1.6 86.7± 0.8

SIBYLL 1014–1015 96.2± 0.5 97.3± 0.3
1015–1016 82.8± 1.2 86.1± 0.7

SIBYLL + PD models, respectively, among which 110 events
are identical and one event belongs only to QGSJET analysis
and two events belong only to SIBYLL analysis.

5. Results and discussions

In Fig. 2, we show the measured primary cosmic-ray proton
energy spectra assuming the two interaction models (QGSJET
and SIBYLL) and two primary composition models (HD and
PD), together with the results from other experiments. As
seen in Fig. 2, the present results assuming the HD and PD
models in the simulation are in a good agreement with each
other within the statistical errors. The measured proton en-
ergy spectra can be expressed by a single power-law func-
tion of a differential form J (E)(m−2 s−1 sr−1 GeV−1) = A ×
10−13 × ( E

106 GeV )−B , where (A,B) is (4.56 ± 0.46, 3.01 ±
0.11), (4.14 ± 0.44, 3.08 ± 0.11), (3.21 ± 0.34, 3.05 ± 0.12)
and (3.24 ± 0.34, 3.08 ± 0.12) based on the QGSJET + HD,
QGSJET + PD, SIBYLL + HD and SIBYLL + PD models,
respectively, where the errors quoted are the statistical ones.
The error in the spectral index is statistics dominant, while
that in the absolute flux value is model-dependence dominant.
For the absolute flux value, the QGSJET model gives approx-
imately 30% higher flux than the SIBYLL model. This can be
mainly attributed to the difference of Feynman xF -distribution
of charged mesons between QGSJET and SIBYLL model in
the very forward region at a collision [13]. The Feynman
xF -distribution in the SIBYLL model is harder than that in the

QGSJET model in the xF > 0.2 region, so that the generation
efficiency of γ -families by the former model becomes higher
than the latter, resulting in a lower proton flux in the case of
the SIBYLL model. As compared in Fig. 2, the present results
are consistent with those obtained by the burst detectors in this
experiment within 25% [11]. This implies that the systematic
energy-scale uncertainty in our experiment is estimated to be
10% level. A solid straight line with the power index −2.74
drawn in Fig. 2 is the best fitted line for the data points in the
energy region below 1014 eV observed by recent direct mea-
surements [22], which is harder than the indices of our proton
spectra.
Thanks to its light mass, the helium component can also trig-

ger our hybrid experiment although the efficiency at 1015 eV is
about 4 times lower than the case of protons. The ANN method
is again applied to obtain the helium spectrum over the energy
1015 eV. Because of the training algorithm of ANN, it is not
possible to train the network to separate heliums from others di-
rectly, for the helium mass is between protons and other heavy
nuclei and the characteristics of the helium event is smeared
out by the fluctuation tail from the both sides. Therefore we
train the network to separate light component (proton or he-
lium) from other nuclei, by assigning 0 to light component and
1 to other nuclei. The critical value Tc to select light compo-
nent is set as 0.2 where the selection efficiency reaches to 70%
and the purity is 93% for all models. Then, the helium spectra
can be obtained by subtracting the number of protons, which
are previously obtained by proton-training, from the number of
proton + helium events. Above mentioned procedure was ap-
plied on each energy bin to obtain the energy spectra of heliums
and the result is shown in Fig. 3, where the same dependence
of the absolute intensity on the interaction models is seen as in
the case of proton spectra.
We can also estimate the fraction of the nuclei heavier than

helium in cosmic rays around the knee using the proton +
helium spectra and the all-particle energy spectrum obtained by
the Tibet air shower array [20]. Shown in Fig. 4 is the fraction
of primary cosmic rays heavier than helium nuclei assuming the

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Energy spectra of primary cosmic-ray protons obtained by the present experiment (a) and they are compared with other experiments (b): Tibet-B.D. [9],
KASCADE [16], JACEE [17] and RUNJOB [18]. The all-particle spectra are from the experiments: PROTON satellite [19], Tibet-III [20] and AKENO [21]. For
the solid line with the power index −2.74, see the text.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Energy spectra of primary cosmic-ray helium nuclei obtained by the present experiment (a) and they are compared with other experiments (b).

Fig. 4. Fraction of the primary cosmic-rays heavier than helium nuclei obtained
by assuming the QGSJET and SIBYLL interaction models. Our results are
compared with those by the KASCADE experiment [16].

QGSJET model and the SIBYLL model which are compared
with those obtained recently by the KASCADE experiment
[16]. Our results using 4 kinds of simulation models commonly
indicate the average mass of primary cosmic rays is going up
around the knee, towards the direction of heavy dominance.
On the other hand, the KASCADE experiment which measures
both air shower size (Ne) and muon size (Nµ) to deduce the
energy spectrum of separate mass groups from the all-particle
energy spectrum, strongly depend on the interaction models.
The muon size contained in the air shower depends on the
number of charged pions produced in the central and backward
region (in the center of mass system) in the collisions of primary
cosmic rays on air nuclei, which has a sizeable uncertainties ex-
perimentally as well as theoretically and is largely dependent
on the interaction models. From this point of view, the size of
low-energy muons Nµ may not be a suitable parameter for sep-
arating the air showers into different primary mass groups.

6. Summary

A hybrid experiment of emulsion chamber and air-shower
array was successfully done at Yangbajing in Tibet to study

the primary cosmic rays around the knee energy region. Us-
ing the events observed simultaneously in the emulsion cham-
ber and the air-shower array, and applying a neural network
analysis to this data set, we obtained the energy spectrum of
primary protons in the energy range from 4 ×1014 to 1016 eV.
The spectrum observed can be represented by the power-law fit
and the power indices are estimated to be −3.01 ± 0.11 and
−3.05 ± 0.12 for the spectra obtained using the ANN trained
by the QGSJET+HD and SIBYLL+HD events, respectively,
which are steeper than that extrapolated from the direct obser-
vations of −2.74 ± 0.01 in the energy range below 1014 eV.
The absolute flux of protons was derived within 30% systematic
errors depending on the hadronic interaction models adopted
in the Monte Carlo simulation. We also estimated the primary
helium spectrum at energies above 1015 eV, which has almost
same spectral slope with the proton spectrum.
We further obtained the result that the fraction of the nu-

clei heavier than helium in the primary cosmic rays around the
knee region, which was estimated using the proton + helium
spectrum and the all-particle spectrum observed with the Ti-
bet experiment, increases with increasing primary energy. This
strongly suggests that the main component responsible for mak-
ing the knee structure in the all-particle energy spectrum is the
nuclei heavier than the helium component.
This is the first measurement of the differential energy spec-

tra of primary protons and heliums by selecting them event by
event. In the very near future, we will start a new high-statistics
hybrid experiment in Tibet to clarify the main component of
cosmic rays at the knee. The new experiment is able to observe
the air shower cores induced by heavy components around and
beyond the knee, where direct measurements are inaccessible
because of their extremely low fluxes [23].
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Fig. 18. 

notation 

the points represent the flux multiplied by a factor of 
E’,‘, a relative energy error between the points magnl- 
fies their apparent differences. For example, an energy 
error of 20%. when multiplied by 2.5, would account 
for the observed deviations. Random energy recon- 
struction errors are of this size in this energy range, 
improving to about IO% near IO’” eV (Section 5). It 
is notable that when the SIBYLL simulation is used in 
the KNN analysis to identify the composition, the two 
spectrado not show such an intensity difference, but do 
exhibit the same degree of steepening at a similar en- 
ergy as in this plot isee Section I? below. and [ 151). 

The spectra of the heavy and light components ap- 
pear similar below 500 TeV, at which point the lighter 
component’s spectral index steepens. The heavier 
component shows no such “knee” at that energy. 
There may be a steepening of the heavy component 
at higher energy, but the statistics are too low for 
certainty. 

Given CASA-MIA’s mass resolution and the mass 
groupings above. we estimate that the heavy compo- 
nent would exhibit a spectral change at about IO times 
the energy of the corresponding knee of the tighter 
component if the composition is distributed as in the 
JACEE results. and is experiencing cutoffs of each 
component at fixed rigidity. (See [ 15,221 for further 
details about the spectrum and energy computation. ) 

proton showers. with 

notation as in Fig. 17 

12. Use of other simulations 

The KNN analysis was also performed using a dif- 
ferent simulation, based on the SIBYLL interaction 
generator ( see Section 4). None of the results are sig- 
nificantly altered when this is done. Fig. 18 shows the 
change in composition as a function of energy and the 
energy spectra for data grouped into sets identified as 
heavy or light, as described above. The notation and 
symbols on the left side of Fig. 18 are the same as in 
Fig. 16, and those on the right are as in Fig. 17. 

The trend toward a heavier average composition 
through the knee region is again apparent, as is the 
consistency with previous direct measurements at 
lower energy. A rigidity-dependent spectral knee is 
atso strongly suggested. The energies at which all 
changes occur appears to be slightly less when the 
SIBYLL-based simulation is employed. In light of 
the uncertainties discussed above, this difference is 
likely not significant. 

13. Summary and implications 

The composition measured by CASA-MIA near 
IO” eV is consistent with direct measurements by 
other experiments. and becomes heavier through the 
knee region of the spectrum. At lOI eV, the data 
closely resemble simulated iron-induced events, in 
accord with measurements by other groups at higher 
energy. Spectra constructed separately for broad mass 
groups are consistent with cutoffs proportional to the 
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Abstract 

The mass composition of cosmic rays with primary energies between lOI eV and IO’” eV has been studied using 
the surface and buried scintillators of the CASA-MIA air shower array. Near 1OL4 eV, the composition of cosmic rays 
is in agreement with direct measurements, roughly half light elements (protons and helium) and half heavier elements. 
The average mass increases with energy, becoming heavier above lOI eV. The mass changes coincide with the spectral 
steepening of the energy spectrum known as the knee. There is evidence for rigidity dependence in the spectral change. A 
method of calculating the primary cosmic ray energy which is insensitive to the composition is employed to achieve these 
results. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Supernova shock wave acceleration may explain the 
origin of cosmic rays below about lOI eV. Normal su- 
pernovae, however, ,sre expected to have neither high 
enough magnetic fields nor long enough shock life- 
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times to accelerate particles to higher energy [ I]. Nev- 
ertheless, cosmic rays have been observed with ex- 
treme energies, beyond lo*’ eV. The energy spectrum 
undergoes a significant change in slope, known as the 
“knee”, just beyond lOI eV. This suggests that the 
source or the acceleration mechanism of the majority 
of observed cosmic rays is changing in this region [ 21. 

One aspect of cosmic rays which may provide clues 
to their source is the mass composition. If the knee 
of the spectrum represents a “turning off” of a super- 
nova source, for example, the average primary mass 
would be expected to increase with energy in this en- 
ergy regime. Assuming supernovae use electromag- 
netic fields to accelerate particles, the maximum en- 
ergy attainable is proportional to the charge 2 of the 
particle. Higher Z nuclei thus reach a larger maximum 
energy than lower mass particles. The average mass of 
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the energy spectrum determination, which strongly affect the
uncertainties in the rate of arrival, we conclude that the sim-
ulation gives good agreement with the experimental results.

As mentioned in the previous section, the present result
shows that heavier components, such as iron nuclei, become
dominant in the energy region around the knee. With our pre-
vious observations of Cerenkov radiation induced by EASs, we
observed EAS longitudinal development in the stages before
shower maximum. With the present analysis, we determined
the longitudinal development at the later stages. Nonetheless,
both measurements of the chemical composition with two
different and independent observations are consistent with each
other. Thus, we have successfully measured the whole longi-
tudinal development of EASs with the two observations and
thereby reached an estimate of the chemical composition.

The present result is consistent with the results of both
CASA-MIA and KASCADE (hadrons), but inconsistent with
those of KASCADE (electrons) and CASA-BLANCA. The
validity of our result is shown in the observed longitudinal
development curves, by comparison with the simulated curves
of the primary protons. While the calculated EAS longitudinal
development curves are dependent on the hadron interaction
model, our adopted QGSJET model shows the most rapid
development among the major models. Therefore, it is not
possible to explain our observed development curves with any
hadronic interaction model that is proton-dominant.

The present energy spectrum shows a gradual steepening
around 1015.5 eV. In this energy region, ln Ah i is more than 3
and is slowly increasing with primary energy. Our result
combined with the direct measurements of ln Ah i, shown in
Figure 7, indicates that ln Ah i is constant up to about 1014.5 eV.
Above this energy, ln Ah i increases with energy up to 1016 eV.
The factor between these two characteristic energies is about
30, and it is equal to the charge of iron, i.e., Z ¼ 26. Thus, one
possible explanation of this feature of the measured ln Ah i is
that the energy spectrum of each cosmic-ray component is
steepening at a fixed rigidity.

Using the simple assumptions of our all-particle flux and
ln Ah i, we compare our result to a composition model in
which there are five cosmic-ray components (protons, He,
CNO, Ne-Si, and Fe) that have spectral indices measured by
the RUNJOB collaboration and the spectra are steepened at
the fixed rigidity 1014.5 V. The calculated flux of each com-
ponent is added according to the relative abundances mea-
sured by SOKOL (Ivanenko et al. 1993) at 1012 eV, and the
total flux is normalized to the all-particle spectrum obtained
by SOKOL at the same energy. Moreover, we examined two
different cases for the model. In the first case, A, each spectral
index is steepened by 0.6 in energy, corresponding to the same
value in rigidity. This is expected in the case in which the
energy dependence of the diffusion coefficient dominating the
cosmic-ray propagation processes changes at a fixed rigidity.
In the second case, B, the spectral index changes, irrespective
of A, at "3.2 in energy, corresponding to the same change in
rigidity. This is expected in the case in which the dominant
acceleration process of cosmic rays is changed above the ri-
gidity. The values of 0.6 in model A and "3.2 in model B are
assumed on the basis of our measured all-particle spectrum.
The calculated spectra and the resultant ln Ah i are shown in
Figures 9 and 10, respectively. Although the calculated fluxes
in both Figures 9a and 9b are slightly less than the measured
one at 1014.7–1015.7 eV, the all-particle fluxes at the other
energy range and the predicted ln Ah i of models A and B are
consistent with present results. This suggests that iron nuclei
are the dominant component at the primary energies greater
than 1015 eV. The model predictions do not fit the measured
spectrum between 1014:7 and 1015:7 eV and result in two knees,
at 1014:7 and 1015:7 eV. Therefore, the simple models described
here are not sufficient to produce the measured spectrum and
composition.
In the report of the HEGRA CRT group (Bernlöhr et al.

1998), they suggest that the spectrum of each of the primary
components is steepened at a fixed rigidity and that the dom-
inant component at the knee energy is CNO. They also see an
increase in ln Ah i with energy. Their simple model is con-
sistent with our present result up to 1015 eV. However, the
ln Ah i in their model saturates around this energy and does
not fit our result at higher energies. The model by Hörandel
(2001), which introduces the charge-dependent cutoff energy

Fig. 9.—All-particle spectrum and the contributions of five components
calculated with model A (a) and with model B (b), compared with the spec-
trum in Fig. 7.

Fig. 10.—Predicted mean logarithmic mass ln Ah i with model A (solid line)
and model B (dashed line).
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and ultraheavy nuclear (Z ¼ 30 92) components is incon-
sistent with our result, because the model predicts that protons
are dominant at the knee.

The model of particle acceleration by oblique shocks de-
scribed by Kobayakawa et al. (1999, 2002) predicts the knee and
the gradual increase of ln Ah i with the primary’s energy be-
tween 1014 and 1016 eV without any assumption of a rigidity-
dependent cutoff. Their prediction of an increasing ln Ah i is
consistent with our result, but the predicted absolute value of
ln Ah i is smaller than our result.
In the model of Völk & Biermann (1988), cosmic rays from

1013 eV to the knee are mainly accelerated during explosions
of massive stars. Biermann (1993) develops this model further
and examines explosions of Wolf-Rayet stars. He concludes
that at the knee, the particles segregate with particle energy
according to their charge and that protons drop off first, then
the C-N-O elements, next Mg, Si, etc., and finally iron nuclei.
At the surfaces of Wolf-Rayet stars helium and heavier ele-
ments are enhanced, rather than protons. This can be attributed
effectively to the chemical composition of primary cosmic
rays. As discussed in our previous paper (Shirasaki et al.
2001), the measured ln Ah i suggests that the accelerated par-
ticle abundance must be greater than that in the stellar winds
of Wolf-Rayet stars. Since the accelerated particles are a
mixture of the stellar wind particles and ejected matter,
Biermann’s model seems to be very promising, given our
former and present results.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Using the equi-intensity method, we have obtained mean
longitudinal development curves of EASs with primary ener-
gies from 1014 to 1016 eV. In the measured atmospheric depth
range, the apparent maximum development points, which are

expected with a proton-dominant composition model, are not
found. By comparing the measured curves with those calcu-
lated from a Monte Carlo simulation, we obtained the mean
logarithmic mass, ln Ah i, as a function of the primary energy.
The measured ln Ah i increases with energy over the energy
range of 1014:5 1016 eV. This is consistent with our former
Cerenkov light observations and the measurements by some
other groups. The observed ln Ah i is consistent with the ex-
pected features of a model in which the energy spectrum of
each component is steepened at a fixed rigidity of 1014.5 V.

The present result from the cosmic-ray flux is consistent
with other experiments, and the obtained all-particle spectrum
finds a gradual steepening in the spectral index, from "2.66 to
"3.19, at 1015.5 eV. While we cannot specify any actual source
or propagation model for cosmic rays with energies above
1014 eV, the supernova acceleration model with stellar winds
and ejected matter of Wolf-Rayet stars is one plausible model
to explain our results.

Finally, we conclude that the actual model suggests that the
dominant component above 1015 eV is heavy and that the
ln Ah i increases with the energy to about 3.5 at 1016 eV.
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and ultraheavy nuclear (Z ¼ 30 92) components is incon-
sistent with our result, because the model predicts that protons
are dominant at the knee.

The model of particle acceleration by oblique shocks de-
scribed by Kobayakawa et al. (1999, 2002) predicts the knee and
the gradual increase of ln Ah i with the primary’s energy be-
tween 1014 and 1016 eV without any assumption of a rigidity-
dependent cutoff. Their prediction of an increasing ln Ah i is
consistent with our result, but the predicted absolute value of
ln Ah i is smaller than our result.
In the model of Völk & Biermann (1988), cosmic rays from

1013 eV to the knee are mainly accelerated during explosions
of massive stars. Biermann (1993) develops this model further
and examines explosions of Wolf-Rayet stars. He concludes
that at the knee, the particles segregate with particle energy
according to their charge and that protons drop off first, then
the C-N-O elements, next Mg, Si, etc., and finally iron nuclei.
At the surfaces of Wolf-Rayet stars helium and heavier ele-
ments are enhanced, rather than protons. This can be attributed
effectively to the chemical composition of primary cosmic
rays. As discussed in our previous paper (Shirasaki et al.
2001), the measured ln Ah i suggests that the accelerated par-
ticle abundance must be greater than that in the stellar winds
of Wolf-Rayet stars. Since the accelerated particles are a
mixture of the stellar wind particles and ejected matter,
Biermann’s model seems to be very promising, given our
former and present results.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Using the equi-intensity method, we have obtained mean
longitudinal development curves of EASs with primary ener-
gies from 1014 to 1016 eV. In the measured atmospheric depth
range, the apparent maximum development points, which are

expected with a proton-dominant composition model, are not
found. By comparing the measured curves with those calcu-
lated from a Monte Carlo simulation, we obtained the mean
logarithmic mass, ln Ah i, as a function of the primary energy.
The measured ln Ah i increases with energy over the energy
range of 1014:5 1016 eV. This is consistent with our former
Cerenkov light observations and the measurements by some
other groups. The observed ln Ah i is consistent with the ex-
pected features of a model in which the energy spectrum of
each component is steepened at a fixed rigidity of 1014.5 V.

The present result from the cosmic-ray flux is consistent
with other experiments, and the obtained all-particle spectrum
finds a gradual steepening in the spectral index, from "2.66 to
"3.19, at 1015.5 eV. While we cannot specify any actual source
or propagation model for cosmic rays with energies above
1014 eV, the supernova acceleration model with stellar winds
and ejected matter of Wolf-Rayet stars is one plausible model
to explain our results.

Finally, we conclude that the actual model suggests that the
dominant component above 1015 eV is heavy and that the
ln Ah i increases with the energy to about 3.5 at 1016 eV.
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the energy spectrum determination, which strongly affect the
uncertainties in the rate of arrival, we conclude that the sim-
ulation gives good agreement with the experimental results.

As mentioned in the previous section, the present result
shows that heavier components, such as iron nuclei, become
dominant in the energy region around the knee. With our pre-
vious observations of Cerenkov radiation induced by EASs, we
observed EAS longitudinal development in the stages before
shower maximum. With the present analysis, we determined
the longitudinal development at the later stages. Nonetheless,
both measurements of the chemical composition with two
different and independent observations are consistent with each
other. Thus, we have successfully measured the whole longi-
tudinal development of EASs with the two observations and
thereby reached an estimate of the chemical composition.

The present result is consistent with the results of both
CASA-MIA and KASCADE (hadrons), but inconsistent with
those of KASCADE (electrons) and CASA-BLANCA. The
validity of our result is shown in the observed longitudinal
development curves, by comparison with the simulated curves
of the primary protons. While the calculated EAS longitudinal
development curves are dependent on the hadron interaction
model, our adopted QGSJET model shows the most rapid
development among the major models. Therefore, it is not
possible to explain our observed development curves with any
hadronic interaction model that is proton-dominant.

The present energy spectrum shows a gradual steepening
around 1015.5 eV. In this energy region, ln Ah i is more than 3
and is slowly increasing with primary energy. Our result
combined with the direct measurements of ln Ah i, shown in
Figure 7, indicates that ln Ah i is constant up to about 1014.5 eV.
Above this energy, ln Ah i increases with energy up to 1016 eV.
The factor between these two characteristic energies is about
30, and it is equal to the charge of iron, i.e., Z ¼ 26. Thus, one
possible explanation of this feature of the measured ln Ah i is
that the energy spectrum of each cosmic-ray component is
steepening at a fixed rigidity.

Using the simple assumptions of our all-particle flux and
ln Ah i, we compare our result to a composition model in
which there are five cosmic-ray components (protons, He,
CNO, Ne-Si, and Fe) that have spectral indices measured by
the RUNJOB collaboration and the spectra are steepened at
the fixed rigidity 1014.5 V. The calculated flux of each com-
ponent is added according to the relative abundances mea-
sured by SOKOL (Ivanenko et al. 1993) at 1012 eV, and the
total flux is normalized to the all-particle spectrum obtained
by SOKOL at the same energy. Moreover, we examined two
different cases for the model. In the first case, A, each spectral
index is steepened by 0.6 in energy, corresponding to the same
value in rigidity. This is expected in the case in which the
energy dependence of the diffusion coefficient dominating the
cosmic-ray propagation processes changes at a fixed rigidity.
In the second case, B, the spectral index changes, irrespective
of A, at "3.2 in energy, corresponding to the same change in
rigidity. This is expected in the case in which the dominant
acceleration process of cosmic rays is changed above the ri-
gidity. The values of 0.6 in model A and "3.2 in model B are
assumed on the basis of our measured all-particle spectrum.
The calculated spectra and the resultant ln Ah i are shown in
Figures 9 and 10, respectively. Although the calculated fluxes
in both Figures 9a and 9b are slightly less than the measured
one at 1014.7–1015.7 eV, the all-particle fluxes at the other
energy range and the predicted ln Ah i of models A and B are
consistent with present results. This suggests that iron nuclei
are the dominant component at the primary energies greater
than 1015 eV. The model predictions do not fit the measured
spectrum between 1014:7 and 1015:7 eV and result in two knees,
at 1014:7 and 1015:7 eV. Therefore, the simple models described
here are not sufficient to produce the measured spectrum and
composition.
In the report of the HEGRA CRT group (Bernlöhr et al.

1998), they suggest that the spectrum of each of the primary
components is steepened at a fixed rigidity and that the dom-
inant component at the knee energy is CNO. They also see an
increase in ln Ah i with energy. Their simple model is con-
sistent with our present result up to 1015 eV. However, the
ln Ah i in their model saturates around this energy and does
not fit our result at higher energies. The model by Hörandel
(2001), which introduces the charge-dependent cutoff energy

Fig. 9.—All-particle spectrum and the contributions of five components
calculated with model A (a) and with model B (b), compared with the spec-
trum in Fig. 7.

Fig. 10.—Predicted mean logarithmic mass ln Ah i with model A (solid line)
and model B (dashed line).
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•Working at high altitude (4300 m asl):

• Measurement of the CR energy spectrum (all-particle and light component) in the energy range 
TeV - 20 PeV by ARGO-YBJ with different ‘eyes’


‣  ‘Digital readout’ (based on strip multiplicity) below 300 TeV


‣  ‘Analog readout’ (based on the shower core density) up to 20 PeV


‣  ‘Hybrid' measurement with a Wide Field of view Cherenkov Telescope 200 TeV - few PeV

1. p and Fe produce showers with similar size

2. Small fluctuations: shower maximum

3. Low energy threshold: absolute energy scale 

calibration with the Moon Shadow technique and 
overposition with direct measurements

G. Di Sciascio Roma Tor Vergata 29/03/2010 40

Modelli vs Altitudine
Tibet ASγ (4300 m asl) vs KASCADE (sl)

Ad alta quota osservabili 
“indipendenti”  dai  modelli  di  

interazione adronica

At high altitude p and Fe produce 
showers with similar size.>4000 m asl ➡ the ‘right’ altitude to study the knee
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All-particle energy spectrum by ARGO-YBJ
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ARGO-YBJ reports evidence for the all-particle knee at the expected energy
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Selection of light (p+He) component
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• Selection of (p+He)-induced showers: NOT by means of an unfolding procedure after the 
measurement of electronic and muonic sizes, but on an event-by-event basis exploiting showers 
topology, i.e. the lateral distribution of charged secondary particles. 

• Energy reconstruction is based on the Np8m parameter: the 
number of particle within 8 m from the shower core position. 

This truncated size is

• well correlated with primary energy

• not biased by finite detector effects

• weakly affected by shower fluctuations
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FIG. 4: The longitudinal age parameter slong vs the lateral
age s′ resulting from the fit of the reconstructed LDF, for
simulated showers initiated by different primary nuclei (see
text).
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FIG. 5: Two-dimensional histogram of log10(E/TeV ) vs
log10(N

max
p8 ) for a simulated mixture of quasi-vertical (θ <

15o) H, He, CNO group and Fe nuclei, in the assumption of
Hörandel composition model. A linear fit is superimposed.

is a mass-independent estimator of the average slong
(or Xmax). Obviously shower-to-shower fluctuations2

introduce unavoidable systematics, whose effects can be
anyway quantified and taken into account. Another4

implication is that s′ from the LDF fit close to the shower
axis, together with the measurement of the truncated size6

Np8, can give information on the primary particle nature,
thus making possible the study of mass composition8

and the selection of a light-component data sample (see
below).10

B. Shower energy determination

In order to get a mass independent energy estimator,12

the information of the shower age given by the LDF fit
was used to correct the number of particles detected14

on ground to the corresponding value at the shower
maximum. As it is well known, this value would be well16

correlated with energy, independently on the primary
mass.18

As a first approximation, we can assume that the
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interval of the truncated size at maximum log10(N
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p8 ) =

[5.30, 5.38], just as an example. As shown, the distribution is
properly fitted by a Gaussian function.

shower is absorbed after its maximum in the atmosphere
following an exponential law:

N(X) = Nmax
tot · exp

!
− Xdet −Xmax

λabs

"
(3)

where the number N(X) of particles at depth X is
obtained from the number of particles at maximum
Nmax

tot , taking into account the shower maximum depth
Xmax and the absorption length in the atmosphere λabs.
It is then reasonable to apply the same absorption law to
the truncated size Np8, in order to get the corresponding
signal at maximum, Nmax

p8 . By inverting Eq.3

Nmax
p8 = Np8 · exp

!
h0 · sec(θ)−Xmax(s′)

λabs

"
(4)

where h0 is the atmospheric depth of the detection level, θ
is the zenith angle, and Xmax(s′) is the shower maximum
as estimated from the event LDF slope. Equivalently,
using Eq. 2, we obtain:

Nmax
p8 = Np8 · exp

#
3

2

h0 · sec(θ)
λabs

!
1− 1

slong(s′)

"$
(5)

which directly expresses Nmax
p8 as a function of s′,

through the longitudinal age

slong = (0.389± 0.005) · s′ + (0.678± 0.007) (6)

resulting from data in Fig.2. It is then possible to
get Nmax

p8 for each event, on the basis of the observed20

truncated size Np8 at ground and the s′ parameter LDF
fit. The value of λabs is left as a free parameter in order22

to optimize the energy reconstruction (see below).
The shower size at maximum, Nmax

tot , is only a
function of the total energy, mostly independent on
the primary nature [2]. The quantity Nmax

p8 is then
expected to be a good, and mass independent, estimator
of the primary energy. This is evident in Fig. 5,

6
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is a mass-independent estimator of the average slong
(or Xmax). Obviously shower-to-shower fluctuations2

introduce unavoidable systematics, whose effects can be
anyway quantified and taken into account. Another4

implication is that s′ from the LDF fit close to the shower
axis, together with the measurement of the truncated size6

Np8, can give information on the primary particle nature,
thus making possible the study of mass composition8

and the selection of a light-component data sample (see
below).10

B. Shower energy determination

In order to get a mass independent energy estimator,12

the information of the shower age given by the LDF fit
was used to correct the number of particles detected14

on ground to the corresponding value at the shower
maximum. As it is well known, this value would be well16

correlated with energy, independently on the primary
mass.18

As a first approximation, we can assume that the
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shower is absorbed after its maximum in the atmosphere
following an exponential law:

N(X) = Nmax
tot · exp

!
− Xdet −Xmax

λabs

"
(3)

where the number N(X) of particles at depth X is
obtained from the number of particles at maximum
Nmax

tot , taking into account the shower maximum depth
Xmax and the absorption length in the atmosphere λabs.
It is then reasonable to apply the same absorption law to
the truncated size Np8, in order to get the corresponding
signal at maximum, Nmax

p8 . By inverting Eq.3

Nmax
p8 = Np8 · exp

!
h0 · sec(θ)−Xmax(s′)

λabs

"
(4)

where h0 is the atmospheric depth of the detection level, θ
is the zenith angle, and Xmax(s′) is the shower maximum
as estimated from the event LDF slope. Equivalently,
using Eq. 2, we obtain:

Nmax
p8 = Np8 · exp

#
3

2

h0 · sec(θ)
λabs

!
1− 1

slong(s′)

"$
(5)

which directly expresses Nmax
p8 as a function of s′,

through the longitudinal age

slong = (0.389± 0.005) · s′ + (0.678± 0.007) (6)

resulting from data in Fig.2. It is then possible to
get Nmax

p8 for each event, on the basis of the observed20

truncated size Np8 at ground and the s′ parameter LDF
fit. The value of λabs is left as a free parameter in order22

to optimize the energy reconstruction (see below).
The shower size at maximum, Nmax

tot , is only a
function of the total energy, mostly independent on
the primary nature [2]. The quantity Nmax

p8 is then
expected to be a good, and mass independent, estimator
of the primary energy. This is evident in Fig. 5,
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log10(Np8) = [5.30 - 5.38]
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FIG. 7: Energy resolution as a function of the reconstructed
energy Erec for quasi-vertical events (θ < 15o), λabs =
100 g/cm2 and Hörandel model [13]. The method was
applied for E ≥ 100TeV.

FIG. 8: Energy calibration bias as a function of the
reconstructed energy Erec for quasi-vertical events (θ <
15o), λabs = 100 g/cm2 and Hörandel model [13]. The
method was applied for E ≥ 100TeV.

where a two-dimensional histogram of the Log(Nmax
p8 )

quantity versus Log(E/TeV ) is shown for a simulated
mixture of protons, He, CNO group and Fe, weighted
by the flux model proposed by Hörandel [13]. Very
similar results are obtained using other composition
models (for instance, the Gaisser-Stanev-Tilav model
[44]). Monte Carlo events have been selected with the
same quality cuts of real data and zenith angle within
15◦. The two-dimensional histogram has been divided in
Log(Nmax

p8 ) bins of 0.08. For each bin the distribution of
Log(E/TeV ) has been well fitted by a gaussian function
(see Fig. 6 for an example). The line superimposed
in Fig. 5 is a fit of the mean values of each gaussian
as a function of Log(Nmax

p8 ) Such relationship is well
described by:

Log(E/TeV ) = a · Log(Nmax
p8 ) + b (7)

with a=(0.98 ± 0.01) and b =(−2.42 ± 0.05). It is
important to note that the value of the slope a is in good2

agreement with expectations [2, 51].

The energy resolution, defined as one standard devia-4

tion of the distribution of the quantity Log(Erec/Etrue)
(being Etrue the true energy of the simulated event and6

Erec the value as reconstructed from Eq. 7), has been
evaluated at various energies. A value of 0.2 has been8

obtained at 30TeV, improving with energy, as shown in
Fig. 7, donw to 0.05 at 10PeV. Moreover, as shown in10

Fig.8, the energy reconstruction bias, defined as the dif-
ference Log(Erec/TeV ) - Log(Etrue/TeV ), stays within12

±0.05 for all energies above 30TeV.

The absorption length parameter λabs has been14

determined by optimizing the energy resolution and
bias in the whole considered energy range. The16

value λabs = 100 g/cm2 satisfies both the request of
Log(E/TeV ) resolution better than 0.2 and bias within18

±0.05 for all energies above 30TeV nad it is in agreement
with expectations and an independent ARGO-YBJ20

measurement [26].

Gain scale G4 G1
Data from 14-jul-2010 27-sep-2010

to 30-jul-2010 31-dec-2010
Live time (s) 1.14 × 106 7.14 × 106

Triggering events 8.5 × 106 5.4 × 107

Reconstructed events with 9.5 × 105 6.7 × 106

core in Afid and θ < 15◦

Events after G4/G1 fiducial cut 2.3 × 105 8.7 × 104

Events with LDF fit 2.1 × 105 8.2 × 104

p+He selection 1.3 × 105 3.7 × 104

TABLE I: Summary of data samples used in the present
analysis at each selection step (see text).

IV. THE ALL-PARTICLE ENERGY SPECTRUM22

As described in Sec.II and [33], the RPC charge
readout system has eight different and overlapping gain24

scale settings (G0,....,G7 from lower to higher gains, with
nominal shifts of a factor two) in order to explore the26

particle density range ≈(20 – 104) particles/m2. In
this paper the results obtained with two gain scales (so-28

called G1 and G4) are presented. The main information
concerning the two data samples are given in Tab.I,30

together with the number of events surviving various
steps in the analysis (see below).32

The analog system response, for each considered data
set and gain scale has been carefully calibrated by34

following the procedures fully discussed in [33, 34].
Fiducial cuts in order to ensure the operation in the36

proper linearity range for each gain scale have been
applied, namely (Log(Npeak) > 1.7 and 3 < Log(Np8) <38

5) for G4, and (Log(Npeak) > 2.7 and 4 < Log(Np8)) for
G1, where Npeak is the number of particles detected on40

the BP with the largest signal in the considered event.
The same procedure described in Sec.III was then42

applied to fit the single event LDF in the first 10 meters
around the reconstructed shower axis and get the value44

of the lateral slope parameter s′. The measured values
of s′ and Np8 were then used to reconstruct the energy46

7

Energy resolution
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Lateral distribution

23

Fe showers develop higher 
in atmosphere than protons

Fe lateral distribution is slightly 
broader compared to p-showers

The showers can be classified in terms of the 
density ratio at two distances from the shower core

!(25-35m) / !(0-10m)

Different mean free pathDifferent mean free path

G. Di Sciascio Roma Tor Vergata 12/04/2012 24

Increasing the mass A:	 


Larger deflection angles → flatter lateral distributions of 
secondary particles J. Matthews, Astrop. Phys. 22 (2005) 387 

J. Linsley, 15th ICRC, 12 (1977) 89.
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The light-component spectrum (2.5 - 300 TeV)

24

Measurement of the light-component (p+He) CR spectrum  in the 
energy region (2.5 – 300) TeV via a Bayesian unfolding procedure

Direct and ground-based measurements overlap for a wide energy 
range thus making possible the cross-calibration of the experiments.
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3. Hadronic interaction models

In order to estimate e↵ects due to the particular choice
of the high energy hadronic interaction model in Monte
Carlo simulations, a dataset has been generated by using
the SIBYLL 2.1 [27, 28] model. A small dataset have also
been simulated using the EPOS 1.99 [29] model. These
data have been compared with the QGSJET dataset used
in this analysis. In figure 7 the ratio between the mul-
tiplicity distributions obtained by using QGSJET model
and the one obtained by respectively using SIBYLL and
EPOS is reported as a function of primary energy. The
plot shows that the variation of the multiplicity distribu-
tions obtained with the two hadronic models is of order of
a few percents, giving a negligible e↵ect on the measured
flux.

4. Contamination of heavier elements

A possible systematic e↵ect relies in the contamination
of elements heavier than Helium. The selection criterion
based on the particle density rejects a large fraction of
showers produced by heavy primaries, as shown in figure
3. The fraction of heavier elements has been estimated
by using the QGSJET–based simulations according to
the Hörandel model [23]. In the energy region below
10TeV the contamination does not exceed 0.3%, in the
range (10�100)TeV is 4.2% and at energies higher than
100TeV it has been evaluated as 9%. A sample of Monte

ballons/satellites ground-based exp
−2.64 ± 0.01

Phys. Rev. D91, 112017 (2015)
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Stability of the CR flux measurement

25

p+He flux difference at 5% level

Phys. Rev. D91, 112017 (2015)
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FIG. 4. The light component spectrum measured by the ARGO–YBJ experiment by using data taken in each year of the period
2008–2012 and the full 2008–2012 data sample. The power–law fit of each spectrum is also reported (red lines), statistical errors
are negligible.

TABLE III. Light component energy spectrum measured by
the ARGO–YBJ experiment by using the full 2008–2012 data
sample in each energy bin.

Energy Range Energy Flux ± total error
[GeV] [GeV] [m�2s�1sr�1GeV�1]

3.55⇥ 103 � 5.01⇥ 103 4.35⇥ 103 (2.94± 0.19)⇥ 10�6

5.01⇥ 103 � 7.08⇥ 103 6.11⇥ 103 (1.13± 0.07)⇥ 10�6

7.08⇥ 103 � 1.00⇥ 104 8.55⇥ 103 (4.73± 0.29)⇥ 10�7

1.00⇥ 104 � 1.41⇥ 104 1.21⇥ 104 (1.94± 0.12)⇥ 10�7

1.41⇥ 104 � 1.99⇥ 104 1.70⇥ 104 (7.95± 0.48)⇥ 10�8

1.99⇥ 104 � 2.82⇥ 104 2.39⇥ 104 (3.19± 0.19)⇥ 10�8

2.82⇥ 104 � 3.98⇥ 104 3.38⇥ 104 (1.28± 0.08)⇥ 10�8

3.98⇥ 104 � 5.62⇥ 104 4.77⇥ 104 (5.07± 0.31)⇥ 10�9

5.62⇥ 104 � 7.94⇥ 104 6.73⇥ 104 (2.05± 0.12)⇥ 10�9

7.94⇥ 104 � 1.12⇥ 105 9.48⇥ 104 (8.29± 0.50)⇥ 10�10

1.12⇥ 105 � 1.58⇥ 105 1.33⇥ 105 (3.40± 0.21)⇥ 10�10

1.58⇥ 105 � 2.23⇥ 105 1.85⇥ 105 (1.43± 0.11)⇥ 10�10

2.23⇥ 105 � 3.16⇥ 105 2.56⇥ 105 (6.24± 0.49)⇥ 10�11

fiducial cuts on observables used in the event selection
procedure. The uncertainty on the measured spectrum
has been estimated by applying large variations (about
50 %) to the fiducial cuts and turns out to be of about
3%. The bins located at the edges of the measured energy

range are a↵ected by an uncertainty of about ±5%. A
variation of the quality cuts does not give a significative
contribution to the total systematic uncertainty.

2. Reliability of the detector simulation

A systematic e↵ect could arise from inaccuracies in the
simulation of the detector response. The quality of the
simulated events has been estimated by comparing the
distribution of the observables obtained by applying the
same selection criteria to Monte Carlo simulations and
the data sample collected in each di↵erent year. As an
example in figure 6 the multiplicity distribution obtained
from the Monte Carlo events is reported with the mul-
tiplicity distribution of the data. The ratio between the
two distributions is also reported showing a good agree-
ment between the two distributions. The contribution to
the total systematic uncertainty due to the reliability of
the detector simulation has been evaluated by using the
unfolding probabilities and turns out to be about ±6%.

elements (heavy component). The plot shows that the
selected sample is essentially made of light nuclei.

IV. THE LIGHT COMPONENT SPECTRUM

The analysis was performed on the sample selected by
the criteria described in Sec. III. Simulated events have
been sorted in 16 multiplicity bins and 13 energy bins in
order to minimize the statistical error and to reduce bin
migration effects. The Monte Carlo data sample was
analyzed in order to evaluate the probability distribution
PðMjEÞ and the energy resolution which turns out to be
about 10% for energies below 10 TeV and of the order of
5% at energies of about 100 TeV. The multiplicity dis-
tribution extracted from data has been unfolded according
to the procedure described in Sec. III A. Results are
reported in Fig. 4 for each year of data taking and also

for the full sample. In order to investigate the stability of the
detector over a long period the analysis was performed
separately on the data samples collected during each solar
year in the period 2008–2012. The values of the proton plus
helium flux measured at 50 TeV are reported in Table I. A
power-law fit has been performed on the measured spec-
trum of each year and of the full data sample, the resulting
spectral indices are reported in Table II. Both the spectral
indices and the flux values are in very good agreement
between them, demonstrating the long-period reliability
and the stability of the detector. The spectral index
γ ¼ −2.64$ 0.01, obtained by analyzing the full data
sample, is in good agreement with the one measured by
using a smaller data sample collected in the first months of
2008 [4] which was not corrected by the contamination
from heavier nuclei (see Sec. IVA 4).
In Table III and Fig. 5 the flux obtained by analyzing the

full data sample is reported. The spectrum covers a wide
energy range, spanning about two orders of magnitude and
is in excellent agreement with the previous ARGO–YBJ
measurement. Statistical errors are of the order of 1‰,
more than 105 events have been selected in the highest
energy region, while at the lowest energies more than 107

events have been selected. Systematic errors are discussed
in the next section. The ARGO–YBJ data are in good
agreement with the CREAM proton plus helium spectrum
[24]. At energies around 10 TeV and 50 TeV the fluxes
differ by about 10% and 20%, respectively. This means that
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FIG. 2 (color online). Distribution of reconstructed core posi-
tions of showers selected by applying the criteria described in
Sec. III C. The boxes represent the clusters layout.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Energy distribution of all Monte Carlo
events (black) and of those surviving the fiducial cuts (blue) and
the density cut (green and red) described in Sec. III C according
to the Hörandel model [23].

TABLE I. Proton plus helium flux measured at 5.0 × 104 GeV.

Year Flux $ tot. error ½m−2 s−1 sr−1 GeV−1&
2008 ð4.53$ 0.28Þ × 10−9

2009 ð4.54$ 0.28Þ × 10−9

2010 ð4.54$ 0.28Þ × 10−9

2011 ð4.50$ 0.27Þ × 10−9

2012 ð4.36$ 0.27Þ × 10−9

TABLE II. Spectral indices of the power-law fit of the light
component spectrum measured by analyzing the data sample
collected in the period 2008–2012. The spectral index obtained
in a previous analysis of the ARGO–YBJ data is shown as
2008* [4].

Year Events Gamma

2008* 7.5 × 107 2.61$ 0.04
2008 5.57 × 1010 2.63$ 0.01
2009 5.65 × 1010 2.63$ 0.01
2010 5.56 × 1010 2.63$ 0.01
2011 5.64 × 1010 2.64$ 0.01
2012 5.69 × 1010 2.65$ 0.01
Full sample 2.81 × 1011 2.64$ 0.01
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elements (heavy component). The plot shows that the
selected sample is essentially made of light nuclei.

IV. THE LIGHT COMPONENT SPECTRUM

The analysis was performed on the sample selected by
the criteria described in Sec. III. Simulated events have
been sorted in 16 multiplicity bins and 13 energy bins in
order to minimize the statistical error and to reduce bin
migration effects. The Monte Carlo data sample was
analyzed in order to evaluate the probability distribution
PðMjEÞ and the energy resolution which turns out to be
about 10% for energies below 10 TeV and of the order of
5% at energies of about 100 TeV. The multiplicity dis-
tribution extracted from data has been unfolded according
to the procedure described in Sec. III A. Results are
reported in Fig. 4 for each year of data taking and also

for the full sample. In order to investigate the stability of the
detector over a long period the analysis was performed
separately on the data samples collected during each solar
year in the period 2008–2012. The values of the proton plus
helium flux measured at 50 TeV are reported in Table I. A
power-law fit has been performed on the measured spec-
trum of each year and of the full data sample, the resulting
spectral indices are reported in Table II. Both the spectral
indices and the flux values are in very good agreement
between them, demonstrating the long-period reliability
and the stability of the detector. The spectral index
γ ¼ −2.64$ 0.01, obtained by analyzing the full data
sample, is in good agreement with the one measured by
using a smaller data sample collected in the first months of
2008 [4] which was not corrected by the contamination
from heavier nuclei (see Sec. IVA 4).
In Table III and Fig. 5 the flux obtained by analyzing the

full data sample is reported. The spectrum covers a wide
energy range, spanning about two orders of magnitude and
is in excellent agreement with the previous ARGO–YBJ
measurement. Statistical errors are of the order of 1‰,
more than 105 events have been selected in the highest
energy region, while at the lowest energies more than 107

events have been selected. Systematic errors are discussed
in the next section. The ARGO–YBJ data are in good
agreement with the CREAM proton plus helium spectrum
[24]. At energies around 10 TeV and 50 TeV the fluxes
differ by about 10% and 20%, respectively. This means that
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TABLE II. Spectral indices of the power-law fit of the light
component spectrum measured by analyzing the data sample
collected in the period 2008–2012. The spectral index obtained
in a previous analysis of the ARGO–YBJ data is shown as
2008* [4].

Year Events Gamma

2008* 7.5 × 107 2.61$ 0.04
2008 5.57 × 1010 2.63$ 0.01
2009 5.65 × 1010 2.63$ 0.01
2010 5.56 × 1010 2.63$ 0.01
2011 5.64 × 1010 2.64$ 0.01
2012 5.69 × 1010 2.65$ 0.01
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based on the particle density rejects a large fraction of
showers produced by heavy primaries, as shown in Fig. 3.
The fraction of heavier elements has been estimated by
using the QGSJET–based simulations according to the
Hörandel model [23]. In the energy region below 10 TeV
the contamination does not exceed 0.3%, in the range
(10–100) TeV is 4.2% and at energies higher than 100 TeV
it has been evaluated as 9%. A sample of Monte Carlo
events has been generated in order to evaluate the condi-
tional probabilities that heavy nuclei have been selected by
the criteria used in the analysis. These probabilities have
been introduced in the unfolding procedure in order to
subtract the contribution of heavy nuclei from the measured
spectrum. The contribution of this effect is therefore not
included in the total systematic uncertainty.

5. Summary of systematic errors

The total systematic uncertainty was determined by
quadratically adding the individual contributions. The
results are affected by a systematic uncertainty of the order
of !5% in the central bins, while the edge bins are affected
by a larger systematic uncertainty less than !10%.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The ARGO–YBJ experiment was in operation in its
full and stable configuration for more than five years: a
huge amount of data has been recorded and reconstructed.
The peculiar characteristics of the detector, like the

full-coverage technique, high altitude operation and high
segmentation and spacetime resolution, allow the detection
of showers produced by primaries in a wide energy range
from a few TeV up to a few hundreds of TeV. Showers
detected by ARGO–YBJ in the multiplicity range
150–50000 strips are mainly produced by primaries in
the (3–300 TeV) energy range. The relation between the
shower size spectrum and the cosmic ray energy spectrum
has been established by using an unfolding method based
on the Bayes theorem. The unfolding procedure has been
performed on the data collected during each year and on the
full data sample. The resulting energy spectrum spans the
energy range 3–300 TeV, giving a spectral index
γ ¼ −2.64! 0.01, which is in very good agreement with
the spectral indices obtained by analyzing the sample
collected during each year, therefore demonstrating the
excellent stability of the detector over a long period. The
resulting spectral indices are also in good agreement with
the one obtained by analyzing the first data taken with the
detector in its full configuration [4]. Special care was
devoted to the determination of the uncertainties affecting
the measured spectrum. The uncertainty on the results is
due to systematic effects of the order of !5% in the central
energy bins. At present this is one of the most accurate
measurements of the cosmic ray proton plus helium
spectrum in the multi-TeV energy region made by a
ground-based air shower experiment. This result reveals
the potential of extending this measurement toward the
highest energies, where galactic sources should become
less efficient in accelerating light elements.
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The high segmentation of the read-out allows to access the LDF down to the shower core.

Discrimination Light/Heavy based on the measurement of the LDF at different distances from the core
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correlation between the shower size and the primary en-
ergy. In figure 6 the selection e�ciency is shown for pro-
ton, helium nuclei, CNO and NeMgSi mass groups and
iron nuclei. The plot shows that in the energy region
300TeV � 10PeV the selection e�ciency is almost the
same for all the species, demonstrating the selection cri-
teria do not a↵ect the spectrum measurement. Also in
the energy region around 100 TeV the fraction of selected
events allows a correct estimation of the conditional prob-
ability.
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FIG. 6. Fraction of selected showers produced by protons,
helium nuclei, CNO group, NeMgSi group and iron nuclei.

The values of the all-particle spectrum, including both
statistical and systematic errors are reported in table V.
The uncertainties have been evaluated by using a simi-
lar procedure as the one used for the proton plus helium
spectrum. The measurements are a↵ected by a statisti-
cal uncertainty of the order of 1% at the lowest energies,
gradually increasing up to ⇠ 8% at energies higher than
1PeV. The systematic uncertainty is of the order of 15%
mainly due to the limited Monte Carlo statistics (10%)
and to variations of the bin edges (10%).
Systematic e↵ects introduced by using di↵erent hadronic
models, by variation of the fiducial cuts and by the
unfolding procedure have been evaluated and are sum-
marised in table IV. The all-particle spectrum measured
in the energy range 100TeV�5PeV is in agreement with
the spectra measured by the KASCADE, [26] TIBET-
III [28] and ICETOP [29] experiments. The all-particle
energy spectrum obtained in this analysis is consistent
with the measurements made by other experiments ei-
ther with direct technique or with indirect technique. It
also demonstrates the stability and the reliability of the
unfolding procedure.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The knowledge of the evolution of the energy spectrum
of individual elements plays a key role in understanding

TABLE IV. Summary of systematic uncertainties a↵ecting
the all-particle spectrum.

Uncertainty Flux(%)
Selection criteria ±3%
Response matrix ±16%
Interaction model +7%
Flux model < ±1%
Unfolding < ±1%
Total (�16.0 + 18.0)%

TABLE V. All-particle spectrum measured by ARGO–YBJ.

Energy Flux ± stat ± sys
[103 GeV] [m�2s�1sr�1GeV�1]
89.13 (1.56± 0.02+0.28

�0.25)⇥ 10�9

142.12 (4.62± 0.06+0.82
�0.73)⇥ 10�10

223.87 (1.33± 0.02+0.24
�0.21)⇥ 10�10

354.81 (3.97± 0.10+0.71
�0.62)⇥ 10�11

501.19 (1.58± 0.06+0.28
�0.25)⇥ 10�11

794.33 (4.72± 0.19+0.84
�0.75)⇥ 10�12

1258.93 (1.41± 0.07+0.25
�0.27)⇥ 10�12

1995.26 (4.24± 0.26+0.76
�0.67)⇥ 10�13

3162.28 (1.33± 0.10+0.24
�0.21)⇥ 10�13

5011.87 (3.10± 0.23+0.55
�0.49)⇥ 10�14

the origin, acceleration and propagation of cosmic rays.
The peculiar characteristics of the ARGO–YBJ experi-
ment, like the high segmentation and the full–coverage
technique, allows a deep investigation of the properties
of extensive air showers. The detector is able to explore
a wide energy range from few TeV up to several PeV,
providing a detailed measurement of the distribution of
the charged particles in the shower front. The accurate
reconstruction of the lateral distribution can be exploited
in order to discriminate showers produced by primaries
of di↵erent mass groups. The measurement of the proton
plus helium spectrum in the energy range 20TeV�5PeV
presented in this work is based on the analysis of more
than 2 million events. Combining the results obtained
from the analysis of data collected by using the digital
with results presented in this paper, the ARGO–YBJ ex-
periment measured the proton plus Helium flux over two
energy decades, from 3 TeV to 5 PeV. The determina-
tion of the proton plus helium spectrum does not take
into account to number of muons, thus reducing the un-
certainties due to hadronic interaction models.
There is a strong evidence of a deviation from a single
power law at energies around 1PeV, suggesting that the
knee of the all–particle spectrum is due to heavier ele-
ments. Similar conclusion has been suggested also by the
results of the hybrid experiment ARGO–WFCTA which
made use of a Cherenkov telescope. The all–particle
spectrum is in good agreement with several other experi-
mental results. These results demonstrate the possibility
of exploring the cosmic ray properties in a wide energy
range with a single ground based experiment and opens
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One of the main component of LHAASO is the array of 
Wide Field of View Cherenkov Telescopes WFCTA.

The goal: measurement of the CR energy spectrum and composition in the range 1013 - 1018 eV

Why Cherenkov telescopes at high altitude ?

(1) Measure EASs near maximum development points to reduce fluctuations. 

(2) Use an unbiased trigger threshold for heavy components of primaries.

(3) Low energy theshold and wide energy range (1013 → 1018 eV).

(4) Measure the electromagnetic component which is less dependent on 

hadronic interaction models than the muon component. 

(5) Good separation capability between the different masses. 

(6) Good energy resolution (<20%).

High altitude

Cherenkov signal

Chin. Phys. C 38, 045001 (2014) 
Phys. Rev. D 92, 092005 (2015)
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❖ ARGO-YBJ: core reconstruction  & lateral distribution in the core region  
à mass sensitive 

❖ Cherenkov telescope: longitudinal information 
Hillas parameters  à mass sensitive 

� ARGO-YBJ:  
              lateral distribution 

▪ In the core region Æ mass sensitive 

� Cherenkov Telescope:  
          longitudinal  information  

▪ Hillas parameter Æ mass sensitive 
 
 

▪ Better energy resolution 

Hybrid Measurement proton 
iron 

� ARGO-YBJ:  
              lateral distribution 

▪ In the core region Æ mass sensitive 

� Cherenkov Telescope:  
          longitudinal  information  

▪ Hillas parameter Æ mass sensitive 
 
 

▪ Better energy resolution 

Hybrid Measurement proton 
iron 

H&He Selection 
• Elongation of the shower image 
              L/W ~ 0.09(Rp/10m) 

2L 

2W 

• angular resolution: 0.2º


• shower core position resolution: 2 m

Phys. Rev. D 92, 092005 (2015)

‣ 4.7 m2 spherical mirror composed of 20 
hexagon-shaped segments 


‣ 256 PMTs (16 ⨉ 16 array)

‣ 40 mm Photonis hexagonal PMTs (XP3062/FL) 
‣ pixel size 1º
‣ FOV: 14º ⨉ 14º


‣ Elevation angle: 60º

A prototype of the future LHAASO telescopes has 
been operated in combination with ARGO-YBJ
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Extended Data Figure 1 | The largest number of particles recorded in the RPCs, Nmax, depends on the shower
energy Erec, and is proportional to E1.44

rec . Separations between composition groups, distinguished by colours, are
clearly visible. The line represents the energy-dependent criterion for H&He sample selection. In the simulation, the
saturation of the analogue signals from RPCs was taken into account, so the largest number of the particle counting
was set to be 42,000.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | The length width ratio (L/W) of the shower’s Cherenkov image is linearly proportional
to Rp. The separations between composition groups, distinguished by colour, are clearly visible. The line represents
the Rp dependent criterion for H&He sample selection.
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According to MC, the largest number of particles Nmax recorded by a RPC in an given shower is a useful 
parameter to measure the particle density in the shower core region, i.e. within 3 m from the core position.

� ARGO-YBJ:  
              lateral distribution 

▪ In the core region Æ mass sensitive 

� Cherenkov Telescope:  
          longitudinal  information  

▪ Hillas parameter Æ mass sensitive 
 
 

▪ Better energy resolution 

Hybrid Measurement proton 
iron 

Nmax is a parameter useful to select different primary masses

Nmax∝ Erec1.44, where Erec is the shower primary 
energy reconstructed using the Cherenkov telescope.

We can define a new parameter 
to reduce the energy dependence 

/ Procedia Computer Science 00 (2014) 1–10 6
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Figure 6. Light component (p+He) energy spectrum of primary CRs measured by ARGO-YBJ compared with other experimental results. The
ARGO-YBJ 2012 data refer to the results published in [19] and the 2013 ones have been obtained with the full statistics.

that the Cherenkov images are fully contained in the FOV, an angular resolution better than 0.2◦ and a shower core
position resolution less than 2 m.

According to the MC simulations, the largest number of particles Nmax recorded by a RPC in an given shower is
a useful parameter to measure the particle density in the shower core region, i.e. within 3 m from the core position.
For a given energy, in showers induced by heavy nuclei Nmax is smaller than in showers induced by light particles.
Therefore, Nmax is a parameter useful to select different primary masses. In addition, Nmax is proportional to E1.44rec ,
where Erec is the shower primary energy reconstructed using the Cherenkov telescope. We can define a new parameter
pL = log10(Nmax) − 1.44 · log10(Erec/TeV) by removing the energy dependence [25].

The Cherenkov footprint of a shower can be described by the well-known Hillas parameters [26], i.e. by the width
and the length of the image. Older showers which develop higher in the atmosphere, such as iron-induced events, have
Cherenkov images more stretched, i.e. narrower and longer, with respect to younger events due to light particles which
develop deeper. Therefore, the ratio between the length and the width (L/W) of the Cherenkov image is expected to
be another good estimator of the primary elemental composition.

Elongated images can be produced, not only by different nuclei, but also by showers with the core position far
away from the telescope, or by energetic showers, due to the elongation of the cascade processes in the atmosphere.
Simulations show that the ratio of L/W is nearly proportional to the shower impact parameters Rp, the distance
between the telescope and the core position, which must be accurately measured. An accurate determination of the
shower geometry is crucial for the energy measurement. In fact, the number of photoelectrons collected in the image
recorded by the Cherenkov telescope Npe varies dramatically with the impact parameter Rp, because of the rapid
falling off of the lateral distribution of the Cherenkov light. Only an accurate measurement of the shower impact
parameters Rp, and a good reconstruction of the primary energy allow to disentangle different effects. A shower
core position resolution better than 2 m and an angular resolution better than 0.2◦, due to the high-granularity of the
ARGO-YBJ full coverage carpet, allow to reconstruct the shower primary energy with a resolution of 25%, by using
the total number of photoelectrons Npe. The uncertainty in absolute energy scale is estimated about 10%.

Therefore, in order to select the different masses we can define another new parameter pC = L/W − 0.0091 ·
(Rp/1m) − 0.14 · log10(Erec/TeV) by removing both the effects due to the shower distance and to the energy.

The values of these parameters for showers induced by different nuclei are shown in the Fig. 7. The events have
been generated assuming a -2.7 spectral index in the energy range 10 TeV – 10 PeV for all the five mass groups (p,
He, CNO, MgSi, Fe) investigated. The primary masses have been simulated in the same relative percentage. As can

6

Chin. Phys. C 38, 045001 (2014)
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Extended Data Figure 1 | The largest number of particles recorded in the RPCs, Nmax, depends on the shower
energy Erec, and is proportional to E1.44

rec . Separations between composition groups, distinguished by colours, are
clearly visible. The line represents the energy-dependent criterion for H&He sample selection. In the simulation, the
saturation of the analogue signals from RPCs was taken into account, so the largest number of the particle counting
was set to be 42,000.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | The length width ratio (L/W) of the shower’s Cherenkov image is linearly proportional
to Rp. The separations between composition groups, distinguished by colour, are clearly visible. The line represents
the Rp dependent criterion for H&He sample selection.
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H&He Selection 
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that the Cherenkov images are fully contained in the FOV, an angular resolution better than 0.2◦ and a shower core
position resolution less than 2 m.

According to the MC simulations, the largest number of particles Nmax recorded by a RPC in an given shower is
a useful parameter to measure the particle density in the shower core region, i.e. within 3 m from the core position.
For a given energy, in showers induced by heavy nuclei Nmax is smaller than in showers induced by light particles.
Therefore, Nmax is a parameter useful to select different primary masses. In addition, Nmax is proportional to E1.44rec ,
where Erec is the shower primary energy reconstructed using the Cherenkov telescope. We can define a new parameter
pL = log10(Nmax) − 1.44 · log10(Erec/TeV) by removing the energy dependence [25].

The Cherenkov footprint of a shower can be described by the well-known Hillas parameters [26], i.e. by the width
and the length of the image. Older showers which develop higher in the atmosphere, such as iron-induced events, have
Cherenkov images more stretched, i.e. narrower and longer, with respect to younger events due to light particles which
develop deeper. Therefore, the ratio between the length and the width (L/W) of the Cherenkov image is expected to
be another good estimator of the primary elemental composition.

Elongated images can be produced, not only by different nuclei, but also by showers with the core position far
away from the telescope, or by energetic showers, due to the elongation of the cascade processes in the atmosphere.
Simulations show that the ratio of L/W is nearly proportional to the shower impact parameters Rp, the distance
between the telescope and the core position, which must be accurately measured. An accurate determination of the
shower geometry is crucial for the energy measurement. In fact, the number of photoelectrons collected in the image
recorded by the Cherenkov telescope Npe varies dramatically with the impact parameter Rp, because of the rapid
falling off of the lateral distribution of the Cherenkov light. Only an accurate measurement of the shower impact
parameters Rp, and a good reconstruction of the primary energy allow to disentangle different effects. A shower
core position resolution better than 2 m and an angular resolution better than 0.2◦, due to the high-granularity of the
ARGO-YBJ full coverage carpet, allow to reconstruct the shower primary energy with a resolution of 25%, by using
the total number of photoelectrons Npe. The uncertainty in absolute energy scale is estimated about 10%.

Therefore, in order to select the different masses we can define another new parameter pC = L/W − 0.0091 ·
(Rp/1m) − 0.14 · log10(Erec/TeV) by removing both the effects due to the shower distance and to the energy.

The values of these parameters for showers induced by different nuclei are shown in the Fig. 7. The events have
been generated assuming a -2.7 spectral index in the energy range 10 TeV – 10 PeV for all the five mass groups (p,
He, CNO, MgSi, Fe) investigated. The primary masses have been simulated in the same relative percentage. As can
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According to the MC simulations, the largest number of particles Nmax recorded by a RPC in an given shower is
a useful parameter to measure the particle density in the shower core region, i.e. within 3 m from the core position.
For a given energy, in showers induced by heavy nuclei Nmax is smaller than in showers induced by light particles.
Therefore, Nmax is a parameter useful to select different primary masses. In addition, Nmax is proportional to E1.44rec ,
where Erec is the shower primary energy reconstructed using the Cherenkov telescope. We can define a new parameter
pL = log10(Nmax) − 1.44 · log10(Erec/TeV) by removing the energy dependence [25].
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and the length of the image. Older showers which develop higher in the atmosphere, such as iron-induced events, have
Cherenkov images more stretched, i.e. narrower and longer, with respect to younger events due to light particles which
develop deeper. Therefore, the ratio between the length and the width (L/W) of the Cherenkov image is expected to
be another good estimator of the primary elemental composition.

Elongated images can be produced, not only by different nuclei, but also by showers with the core position far
away from the telescope, or by energetic showers, due to the elongation of the cascade processes in the atmosphere.
Simulations show that the ratio of L/W is nearly proportional to the shower impact parameters Rp, the distance
between the telescope and the core position, which must be accurately measured. An accurate determination of the
shower geometry is crucial for the energy measurement. In fact, the number of photoelectrons collected in the image
recorded by the Cherenkov telescope Npe varies dramatically with the impact parameter Rp, because of the rapid
falling off of the lateral distribution of the Cherenkov light. Only an accurate measurement of the shower impact
parameters Rp, and a good reconstruction of the primary energy allow to disentangle different effects. A shower
core position resolution better than 2 m and an angular resolution better than 0.2◦, due to the high-granularity of the
ARGO-YBJ full coverage carpet, allow to reconstruct the shower primary energy with a resolution of 25%, by using
the total number of photoelectrons Npe. The uncertainty in absolute energy scale is estimated about 10%.

Therefore, in order to select the different masses we can define another new parameter pC = L/W − 0.0091 ·
(Rp/1m) − 0.14 · log10(Erec/TeV) by removing both the effects due to the shower distance and to the energy.

The values of these parameters for showers induced by different nuclei are shown in the Fig. 7. The events have
been generated assuming a -2.7 spectral index in the energy range 10 TeV – 10 PeV for all the five mass groups (p,
He, CNO, MgSi, Fe) investigated. The primary masses have been simulated in the same relative percentage. As can
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a useful parameter to measure the particle density in the shower core region, i.e. within 3 m from the core position.
For a given energy, in showers induced by heavy nuclei Nmax is smaller than in showers induced by light particles.
Therefore, Nmax is a parameter useful to select different primary masses. In addition, Nmax is proportional to E1.44rec ,
where Erec is the shower primary energy reconstructed using the Cherenkov telescope. We can define a new parameter
pL = log10(Nmax) − 1.44 · log10(Erec/TeV) by removing the energy dependence [25].

The Cherenkov footprint of a shower can be described by the well-known Hillas parameters [26], i.e. by the width
and the length of the image. Older showers which develop higher in the atmosphere, such as iron-induced events, have
Cherenkov images more stretched, i.e. narrower and longer, with respect to younger events due to light particles which
develop deeper. Therefore, the ratio between the length and the width (L/W) of the Cherenkov image is expected to
be another good estimator of the primary elemental composition.

Elongated images can be produced, not only by different nuclei, but also by showers with the core position far
away from the telescope, or by energetic showers, due to the elongation of the cascade processes in the atmosphere.
Simulations show that the ratio of L/W is nearly proportional to the shower impact parameters Rp, the distance
between the telescope and the core position, which must be accurately measured. An accurate determination of the
shower geometry is crucial for the energy measurement. In fact, the number of photoelectrons collected in the image
recorded by the Cherenkov telescope Npe varies dramatically with the impact parameter Rp, because of the rapid
falling off of the lateral distribution of the Cherenkov light. Only an accurate measurement of the shower impact
parameters Rp, and a good reconstruction of the primary energy allow to disentangle different effects. A shower
core position resolution better than 2 m and an angular resolution better than 0.2◦, due to the high-granularity of the
ARGO-YBJ full coverage carpet, allow to reconstruct the shower primary energy with a resolution of 25%, by using
the total number of photoelectrons Npe. The uncertainty in absolute energy scale is estimated about 10%.

Therefore, in order to select the different masses we can define another new parameter pC = L/W − 0.0091 ·
(Rp/1m) − 0.14 · log10(Erec/TeV) by removing both the effects due to the shower distance and to the energy.

The values of these parameters for showers induced by different nuclei are shown in the Fig. 7. The events have
been generated assuming a -2.7 spectral index in the energy range 10 TeV – 10 PeV for all the five mass groups (p,
He, CNO, MgSi, Fe) investigated. The primary masses have been simulated in the same relative percentage. As can
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According to the MC simulations, the largest number of particles Nmax recorded by a RPC in an given shower is
a useful parameter to measure the particle density in the shower core region, i.e. within 3 m from the core position.
For a given energy, in showers induced by heavy nuclei Nmax is smaller than in showers induced by light particles.
Therefore, Nmax is a parameter useful to select different primary masses. In addition, Nmax is proportional to E1.44rec ,
where Erec is the shower primary energy reconstructed using the Cherenkov telescope. We can define a new parameter
pL = log10(Nmax) − 1.44 · log10(Erec/TeV) by removing the energy dependence [25].

The Cherenkov footprint of a shower can be described by the well-known Hillas parameters [26], i.e. by the width
and the length of the image. Older showers which develop higher in the atmosphere, such as iron-induced events, have
Cherenkov images more stretched, i.e. narrower and longer, with respect to younger events due to light particles which
develop deeper. Therefore, the ratio between the length and the width (L/W) of the Cherenkov image is expected to
be another good estimator of the primary elemental composition.

Elongated images can be produced, not only by different nuclei, but also by showers with the core position far
away from the telescope, or by energetic showers, due to the elongation of the cascade processes in the atmosphere.
Simulations show that the ratio of L/W is nearly proportional to the shower impact parameters Rp, the distance
between the telescope and the core position, which must be accurately measured. An accurate determination of the
shower geometry is crucial for the energy measurement. In fact, the number of photoelectrons collected in the image
recorded by the Cherenkov telescope Npe varies dramatically with the impact parameter Rp, because of the rapid
falling off of the lateral distribution of the Cherenkov light. Only an accurate measurement of the shower impact
parameters Rp, and a good reconstruction of the primary energy allow to disentangle different effects. A shower
core position resolution better than 2 m and an angular resolution better than 0.2◦, due to the high-granularity of the
ARGO-YBJ full coverage carpet, allow to reconstruct the shower primary energy with a resolution of 25%, by using
the total number of photoelectrons Npe. The uncertainty in absolute energy scale is estimated about 10%.

Therefore, in order to select the different masses we can define another new parameter pC = L/W − 0.0091 ·
(Rp/1m) − 0.14 · log10(Erec/TeV) by removing both the effects due to the shower distance and to the energy.

The values of these parameters for showers induced by different nuclei are shown in the Fig. 7. The events have
been generated assuming a -2.7 spectral index in the energy range 10 TeV – 10 PeV for all the five mass groups (p,
He, CNO, MgSi, Fe) investigated. The primary masses have been simulated in the same relative percentage. As can
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that the Cherenkov images are fully contained in the FOV, an angular resolution better than 0.2◦ and a shower core
position resolution less than 2 m.

According to the MC simulations, the largest number of particles Nmax recorded by a RPC in an given shower is
a useful parameter to measure the particle density in the shower core region, i.e. within 3 m from the core position.
For a given energy, in showers induced by heavy nuclei Nmax is smaller than in showers induced by light particles.
Therefore, Nmax is a parameter useful to select different primary masses. In addition, Nmax is proportional to E1.44rec ,
where Erec is the shower primary energy reconstructed using the Cherenkov telescope. We can define a new parameter
pL = log10(Nmax) − 1.44 · log10(Erec/TeV) by removing the energy dependence [25].

The Cherenkov footprint of a shower can be described by the well-known Hillas parameters [26], i.e. by the width
and the length of the image. Older showers which develop higher in the atmosphere, such as iron-induced events, have
Cherenkov images more stretched, i.e. narrower and longer, with respect to younger events due to light particles which
develop deeper. Therefore, the ratio between the length and the width (L/W) of the Cherenkov image is expected to
be another good estimator of the primary elemental composition.

Elongated images can be produced, not only by different nuclei, but also by showers with the core position far
away from the telescope, or by energetic showers, due to the elongation of the cascade processes in the atmosphere.
Simulations show that the ratio of L/W is nearly proportional to the shower impact parameters Rp, the distance
between the telescope and the core position, which must be accurately measured. An accurate determination of the
shower geometry is crucial for the energy measurement. In fact, the number of photoelectrons collected in the image
recorded by the Cherenkov telescope Npe varies dramatically with the impact parameter Rp, because of the rapid
falling off of the lateral distribution of the Cherenkov light. Only an accurate measurement of the shower impact
parameters Rp, and a good reconstruction of the primary energy allow to disentangle different effects. A shower
core position resolution better than 2 m and an angular resolution better than 0.2◦, due to the high-granularity of the
ARGO-YBJ full coverage carpet, allow to reconstruct the shower primary energy with a resolution of 25%, by using
the total number of photoelectrons Npe. The uncertainty in absolute energy scale is estimated about 10%.

Therefore, in order to select the different masses we can define another new parameter pC = L/W − 0.0091 ·
(Rp/1m) − 0.14 · log10(Erec/TeV) by removing both the effects due to the shower distance and to the energy.

The values of these parameters for showers induced by different nuclei are shown in the Fig. 7. The events have
been generated assuming a -2.7 spectral index in the energy range 10 TeV – 10 PeV for all the five mass groups (p,
He, CNO, MgSi, Fe) investigated. The primary masses have been simulated in the same relative percentage. As can
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VI. ENERGY SPECTRUM OF PROTON AND HELIUM386

The flux of H&He is calculated by387
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where ∆NMeasured
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∆NH&He (the number of pure H&He events) and ∆NHeavy391

(the number of heavy contamination events) in each energy392

bin. T is the total exposure time for the used data. AH&He is393

the aperture of the hybrid detection system for pure H&He394

component.395

Following the H&He selection described and energy re-396

construction procedures described in Section V and Sec-397

tion IV, we have obtained the energy spectrum of the H&He398

component shown in FIG. 10. The number of events in399

each energy bin and the corresponding detector aperture are400

shown in Table II. The bin width is chosen to be 0.2 in401

log10(E/1TeV ), corresponding to the resolution listed in the402

5th row of Table II. To take into account the energy resolu-403

tion and possible smearing like bin-to-bin migration between404

the true and reconstructed primary energies, a Bayesian algo-405

rithm38 was applied to unfold the reconstructed events. The406

selection efficiency for He showers is about 80% of that for407

H showers. The observed spectrum can be successfully fitted408

with a broken power law function409

J(E) =

!
J(Ek) · (E/Ek)β1 (E < Ek)
J(Ek) · (E/Ek)β2 (E > Ek)

(2)410

with Ek=700±230 TeV, J(Ek) = (4.65 ± 0.27) ×411

10−12 GeV −1 m−2 s−1 sr−1, β1=-2.56±0.05 and β2=-412

3.24±0.36. The relatively large error on the breaking energy413

Ek is due to the limited statistics. Considering a systematic414

uncertainty in the absolute energy scale of 9.7% (see the next415

session for a more detailed discussion), the systematic uncer-416

tainty in Ek is estimated to be ∼70 TeV.417

We previously reported a similar analysis with tighter cuts418

for light component selection to obtain a H&He sample with419

higher purity (98% assuming the composition models given420

in35) for events below 700 TeV18. The aperture in that analysis421

was much smaller (∼ 50 m2sr, as shown in FIG. 7) and the422

selection efficiency was around 30%. The H&He spectrum423

that we previously obtained was consistent with a single-index424

power law, in good agreement with CREAM7 and ARGO-425

YBJ15,16 results (see FIG. 10). The overall difference between426

our flux and the other measurements was found to be less than427

9%, which makes us confident on the hybrid observation and428

the new analysis techniques developed for the measurement429

of both the absolute flux and the primary energy.430

In the current analysis we adopt the same technique de-431

scribed in 18 but with looser cuts, in order to have a larger432

statistics and reach higher energies. As a consequence, the se-433

lected event sample purity is reduced to 93% below 700 TeV434

assuming the same composition model. Since the contamina-435

tion of heavy nuclei increases with energy (see FIG. 8), the436

heavy contaminant not only increases the observed H&He437

spectrum flux, but also changes the spectrum index. To es-438

timate how much the heavy contaminants introduced by the439

looser selection cuts affect the spectrum shape and index, we440

tried to subtract them from the spectrum by using the com-441

position model given in reference 35. We simulated the num-442

ber of heavy nuclei that passed the selection cuts for each en-443

ergy bin. The result is reported in the last row of Table II.444

Fitting the spectrum after the subtraction of these events,445

we obtain Ek=770±200 TeV, J(Ek) = (3.25 ± 0.22) ×446

10−12 GeV −1 m−2 s−1 sr−1, β1=-2.62±0.05, and β2=-447

3.58±0.50. This value of β1 is in excellent agreement with448

the spectral index -2.63±0.06 in our previous report, and cor-449

respondingly consistent with the spectral indexes reported by450

CREAM7 and ARGO-YBJ15,16.451

The statistical significance of the observed knee feature re-452

ported in Fig. 10 was estimated by comparing the number of453

events observed above the knee with the number of events ex-454

pected by extending at PeV energies the spectrum measured455

below the knee. The number of expected events in the three456

energy bins above the knee is 82, 39 and 20, respectively.457

The difference between the observed number of events (see458

Table II) and the expectation from a single power law spec-459

trum corresponds to a deficit with a statistical significance of460

4.2 standard deviations. To see if any artificial feature could461

have been produced in our analysis, we also conducted a ded-462

icated simulation according to the composition model given463

in ref.35 that includes five different mass groups. After apply-464

ing the same MC data quality cuts and the selection procedure465

for H&He showers, we obtained the reconstructed spectrum.466

The comparison between the reconstructed spectrum and the467

input H&He spectrum is shown in FIG. 11. The shaded468

area represents the systematic uncertainties caused by the con-469

tamination of heavy nuclei and boundary selection, which is470

discussed in the next section. Both spectra agree with each471

other within the systematic uncertainties, with no new knee-472

like breaks in the reconstructed spectrum.473

VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES474

Systematic uncertainties discussed below include the un-475

certainties in both the reported flux and shower event energy476

reconstruction. The systematic uncertainties in the shower en-477

ergy reconstruction include:478

(1) The uncertainty in the weather and atmosphere condi-479

tions is estimated by using the starlight in the Galactic480

plane recorded by the Cherenkov telescope. A variance481

of < 9.5% in the light intensity is observed after the482
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ergy Etrue in the MC simulation. The distributions of the380

∆E = Ereco−Etrue at 300 TeV, 1 PeV and 3 PeV are shown381

in FIG. 9. The energy resolution is about 25%, nearly con-382

stant, with an offset less than 3% throughout the energy range383

up to 3 PeV (Table II). This helps to achieve a minimal dis-384
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calibration purposes using the low energy part of the spectrum18.

VI. ENERGY SPECTRUM OF PROTON AND HELIUM386

The flux of H&He is calculated by387

J(E) =
∆NMeasured

H&He

∆E · T ·AH&He
=

∆NH&He +∆NHeavy

∆E · T ·AH&He
(1)388

where ∆NMeasured
H&He is the measured number of H&He-like389

events in an energy bin (∆E). ∆NMeasured
H&He has two parts,390

Events for which pL  ≤ -4.53 and pC ≤ 0.78 are rejected
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Light component spectrum (3 TeV - 5 PeV) by ARGO-YBJ
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ARGO-YBJ reports evidence for a proton knee starting at about 700 TeV
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A comment
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The proton spectrum is distinctly softer than that of Helium (and possibly other heavy elements) 
at all energies (Pamela,CREAM, AMS02).

“The harder He spectrum has the interesting consequence that by the time one gets to the 
knee energies it dominates hydrogen in the all-particle energy spectrum (though not in energy 
per nucleon or rigidity).  

Thus the knee in the all-particle spectrum at 3 × 1015 eV is actually predominantly a Helium 
and CNO knee, and it is possible that the proton spectrum cuts off significantly before this as 
has been suggested by the Tibet ARGO-YBJ experiment”.

Drury arXiv:1708.08858

Is not surprising that decades after the experimental discovery of the knee experimental 
results are still conflicting and there are still uncertainties on its interpretation.

This is the first time that we are actually probing this region with direct measurements on 
one side, and the first time that we are studying EAS very close to the shower 
maximum (high altitude), and its core, with full coverage arrays.
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Cosmic Ray diffusive propagation and anisotropy
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Sun

Cosmic ray anisotropy studies with IceCube, IceTop, and AMANDA - CR anisotropy workshop (Madison, WI)M. Santander 

Cosmic ray propagation and anisotropy

2

Streshnikova et al. 
arxiv/1301.2028

Distribution of nearby SNRs in the galaxy

GC

Consequences for anisotropy
• CR density gradients are visible as 

anisotropy.

• Anisotropy amplitude ≤ 10-2.

• Amplitude increases with energy.

• Dipole shape.

• Phase should point towards the most 
significant source.

Small-amplitude anisotropy studies require large data sets (> 108 events) 

Galactic cosmic rays
• Accelerated in SNRs

• Propagate diffusively

Distribution of nearby SNRs in the Galaxy

Sveshnikova et al. 
APP 50 (2013) 33

Galactic Cosmic Rays

• Accelerated in SNRs


• Propagate diffusively

Consequences for anisotropy
• CR density gradients are visible as anisotropy


• Anisotropy amplitude ≲ 10-2


• Amplitude increases with energy


• Dipole shape


• Phase pointing towards the most significant sources 

CR anisotropy as fingerprint for their origin and propagation

A weak anisotropy is expected from the diffusion and/or drift of GCRs in GMF. 

Generally speaking, the dipole component of the anisotropy is believed to be a tracer of the CR 
source distribution, with the largest contribution from the nearest ones.

M. Ahlers & P. Mertsch, arXiv:1612.01873
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E ≈1 TeV,     3.6 × 1010 events in the declination band -10º < δ < +70º

2 years data: 2008 - 2009, during minimum of solar activity

Tail-in excess region! Loss-cone deficit region! 3

with two large size pads (139 × 123 cm2) to collect the total
charge developed by the particles hitting the detector. The full
experiment is made of 153 clusters (18360 pads), for a total
active surface of ∼6600m2.
ARGO-YBJ operates in two independent acquisition

modes: the shower mode and the scaler mode. In shower
mode, all showers with a number of hit pads Nhits ≥ 20 in the
central carpet in a time window of 420 ns generate the trigger.
The events collected in shower mode contain both the digital
and the analog information on the shower particles. In this
analisis we refer to the data recorded in digital shower mode.
The primary arrival direction is determined by fitting the

arrival times of the shower front particles. The angular reso-
lution for cosmic ray induced showers has been checked using
the Moon shadow (i.e. the shadow cast by the Moon on the
cosmic ray flux), observed by ARGO-YBJ with a statistical
significance of ∼9 standard deviations per month. The shape
of the shadow provided a measurement of the detector PSF,
that has been found in agreement with expectations. The an-
gular resolution depends on Nhits (hereafter referred to as pad
multiplicity) and varies from 0.3◦ for Nhits >1000 to 1.8◦ for
Nhits=20-39 (Bartoli et al. 2011).
The pad multiplicity is used as an estimator of the primary

energy. The relation between the primary energy and the pad
multiplicity is given by Monte Carlo simulations. The re-
liability of the energy scale has been tested with the Moon
shadow. Due to the geomagnetic field, cosmic rays are de-
flected according to their energy and the Moon shadow is
shifted with respect to the Moon position by an amount de-
pending on the primary energy. The westward shift of the
shadow has been measured for different Nhits intervals and
compared to simulations. We found that the total absolute en-
ergy scale error is less than 13% in the proton energy range
∼1-30 TeV, including the uncertainties on the cosmic ray ele-
mental composition and the hadronic interaction model (Bar-
toli et al. 2011).

3. DATA SELECTION AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
The full ARGO-YBJ detector was in stable data taking from

2007 November to 2012 February, with a trigger rate of ∼3.5
kHz and an average duty cycle of ∼86%. For this analysis,
the events recorded in 2008-2009 were selected according to
the following requirements:
(1) more than 40 pads fired in the central carpet: Nhits ≥ 40;
(2) shower zenith angle θ < 45◦
About 3.6×1010 events survived the selection, with arrival

directions in the declination band -10◦ < δ < +70◦.
The isotropic CR background was estimated via the equi-

zenith (EZ) angle method, where the expected distribution
was fitted to the experimental data by minimising the residu-
als with an iteration technique (Amenomori et al. 2005). This
approach undoubtedly presents the advantage that it can ac-
count for effects that are caused by instrumental and environ-
mental variations, such as changes in pressure or temperature.
The method assumes that the events are uniformly distributed
in azimuth for a given zenith angle bin, or at least that gradi-
ents are stable over a long time, as is the case for ARGO-YBJ
(Bernardini et al. 2014; He et al 2007).
Two sky maps are built with cells of 1◦×1◦ in right ascen-

sion α and declination δ: the event map N(αi,δ j) containing
the detected events, and the backgroun map Nb(αi,δ j) con-
taining the background events as estimated by the EZ method.
The maps are smoothed to increase the statistical significance,
i.e. for each map bin, the events inside a circle of radius 5◦

Figure 1. Upper panel: significance map of the cosmic ray relative intensity
in the equatorial coordinate system. Medium panel: relative intensity map.
Lower panel: relative intensity as a function of the right ascension (integrated
over the declination). The line represents the best fit curve obtained with the
harmonic analysis.

around that bin are summed.
Let Ii, j denote the relative intensity in the sky cell (αi, δ j),

defined as the ratio of the number of detected events and the
estimated background events:

Ii, j =
N(αi,δ j)
Nb(αi,δ j)

(1)

The statistical significance s of the excess (or deficit) of cos-
mic rays with respect to the expected background is given by

s =
Ii, j −1.
σIi, j

(2)

where σIi, j is calculated from N(αi,δ j) and Nb(αi,δ j) taking
into account the number of bins used to evaluate the average
background with the EZ method, and can be approximated as

σ2Ii, j =
N(αi,δ j)
Ii, j2

(3)

4. SIDEREAL ANISOTROPY
The sky map showing the relative intensity of cosmic rays

obtained with the ARGO-YBJ data is given in the second
panel of Fig.1, while the corresponding statistical signifi-
cances of the excesses are reported in the first panel of the
same figure.
Two distinct large structures are visible: a complex ex-

cess region at r.a. = 50◦-140◦ (the so called “tail-in” excess)
and a broad deficit at r.a. = 150◦-250◦ (the “loss-cone”).
A small diffuse excess around R.A.= 310◦ and δ = 40◦ is
also present, with a significance of about 13 standard devi-
ations, corresponding to the Cygnus region, mostly due to
gamma ray emission. The Cygnus region hosts a number of
gamma-ray sources, plus an extended emission detected by

Cygnus region!

ApJ 809 (2015) 90
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with two large size pads (139 × 123 cm2) to collect the total
charge developed by the particles hitting the detector. The full
experiment is made of 153 clusters (18360 pads), for a total
active surface of ∼6600m2.
ARGO-YBJ operates in two independent acquisition

modes: the shower mode and the scaler mode. In shower
mode, all showers with a number of hit pads Nhits ≥ 20 in the
central carpet in a time window of 420 ns generate the trigger.
The events collected in shower mode contain both the digital
and the analog information on the shower particles. In this
analisis we refer to the data recorded in digital shower mode.
The primary arrival direction is determined by fitting the

arrival times of the shower front particles. The angular reso-
lution for cosmic ray induced showers has been checked using
the Moon shadow (i.e. the shadow cast by the Moon on the
cosmic ray flux), observed by ARGO-YBJ with a statistical
significance of ∼9 standard deviations per month. The shape
of the shadow provided a measurement of the detector PSF,
that has been found in agreement with expectations. The an-
gular resolution depends on Nhits (hereafter referred to as pad
multiplicity) and varies from 0.3◦ for Nhits >1000 to 1.8◦ for
Nhits=20-39 (Bartoli et al. 2011).
The pad multiplicity is used as an estimator of the primary

energy. The relation between the primary energy and the pad
multiplicity is given by Monte Carlo simulations. The re-
liability of the energy scale has been tested with the Moon
shadow. Due to the geomagnetic field, cosmic rays are de-
flected according to their energy and the Moon shadow is
shifted with respect to the Moon position by an amount de-
pending on the primary energy. The westward shift of the
shadow has been measured for different Nhits intervals and
compared to simulations. We found that the total absolute en-
ergy scale error is less than 13% in the proton energy range
∼1-30 TeV, including the uncertainties on the cosmic ray ele-
mental composition and the hadronic interaction model (Bar-
toli et al. 2011).

3. DATA SELECTION AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
The full ARGO-YBJ detector was in stable data taking from

2007 November to 2012 February, with a trigger rate of ∼3.5
kHz and an average duty cycle of ∼86%. For this analysis,
the events recorded in 2008-2009 were selected according to
the following requirements:
(1) more than 40 pads fired in the central carpet: Nhits ≥ 40;
(2) shower zenith angle θ < 45◦
About 3.6×1010 events survived the selection, with arrival

directions in the declination band -10◦ < δ < +70◦.
The isotropic CR background was estimated via the equi-

zenith (EZ) angle method, where the expected distribution
was fitted to the experimental data by minimising the residu-
als with an iteration technique (Amenomori et al. 2005). This
approach undoubtedly presents the advantage that it can ac-
count for effects that are caused by instrumental and environ-
mental variations, such as changes in pressure or temperature.
The method assumes that the events are uniformly distributed
in azimuth for a given zenith angle bin, or at least that gradi-
ents are stable over a long time, as is the case for ARGO-YBJ
(Bernardini et al. 2014; He et al 2007).
Two sky maps are built with cells of 1◦×1◦ in right ascen-

sion α and declination δ: the event map N(αi,δ j) containing
the detected events, and the backgroun map Nb(αi,δ j) con-
taining the background events as estimated by the EZ method.
The maps are smoothed to increase the statistical significance,
i.e. for each map bin, the events inside a circle of radius 5◦

Figure 1. Upper panel: significance map of the cosmic ray relative intensity
in the equatorial coordinate system. Medium panel: relative intensity map.
Lower panel: relative intensity as a function of the right ascension (integrated
over the declination). The line represents the best fit curve obtained with the
harmonic analysis.

around that bin are summed.
Let Ii, j denote the relative intensity in the sky cell (αi, δ j),

defined as the ratio of the number of detected events and the
estimated background events:

Ii, j =
N(αi,δ j)
Nb(αi,δ j)

(1)

The statistical significance s of the excess (or deficit) of cos-
mic rays with respect to the expected background is given by

s =
Ii, j −1.
σIi, j

(2)

where σIi, j is calculated from N(αi,δ j) and Nb(αi,δ j) taking
into account the number of bins used to evaluate the average
background with the EZ method, and can be approximated as

σ2Ii, j =
N(αi,δ j)
Ii, j2

(3)

4. SIDEREAL ANISOTROPY
The sky map showing the relative intensity of cosmic rays

obtained with the ARGO-YBJ data is given in the second
panel of Fig.1, while the corresponding statistical signifi-
cances of the excesses are reported in the first panel of the
same figure.
Two distinct large structures are visible: a complex ex-

cess region at r.a. = 50◦-140◦ (the so called “tail-in” excess)
and a broad deficit at r.a. = 150◦-250◦ (the “loss-cone”).
A small diffuse excess around R.A.= 310◦ and δ = 40◦ is
also present, with a significance of about 13 standard devi-
ations, corresponding to the Cygnus region, mostly due to
gamma ray emission. The Cygnus region hosts a number of
gamma-ray sources, plus an extended emission detected by

• “Tail in” and “loss cone” regions are observed 
with high stat. significance (> 20 s.d.)


• Anisotropy regions observed in the Cygnus 
region (13 s.d. level)


• R.A. profile of anisotropy can be described 
with  2 harmonics

4

Figure 2. Cosmic ray relative intensity maps for different Nhits intervals. From top to bottom, Nhits=40-59, 60-99, 100-160, 160-300, 300-700, 700-1000, and
Nhits ≥1000.

Fermi-LAT (Nolan et.al. 2012) and ARGO-YBJ (Bartoli et
al. 2014), known as the “Cygnus Cocoon”. Since ARGO-
YBJ cannot distinguish between cosmic ray and gamma ray
showers, the map of Fig.1 also contains some excess due to
gamma ray sources, like the Crab Nebula (R.A.= 83.6◦, δ =
22.0◦). The excesses due to gamma ray sources have a rela-
tive small statistical significance in this map compared to the
one obtained by ARGO-YBJ in gamma ray studies (Bartoli et
al. 2014b, 2015), because here the analysis parameters are not
optimized for gamma ray measurements and the smoothing
radius is much larger than the angular resolution for gamma
rays. Since the excesses due to gamma rays are highly local-
ized, they do not alter the large scale structure of the map.
The lower panel of Fig.1 shows the intensity as a func-

tion of the right ascension, obtained by projecting the two-
dimensional map on the right ascension axis, in bins of 15◦,
and averaging over the declination values. Following the stan-
dard harmonic analysis procedure, we fit the projected inten-

sity with the first two terms of the Furier series:

I = 1+A1cos[2π(x−φ1)/360]+A2cos[2π(x−φ2)/180]. (4)

The obtained best values of the amplitudes and phases of
the two harmonics are: A1 = 6.8×10−4, A2 = 4.9×10−4, φ1 =
39.1◦ and φ2 = 100.9◦, with a χ2/nd f = 1273/20.
The poor χ2/nd f value is due to the simple fitting func-

tion, that is not able to describe the complex morphology of
the map, in particular the region from 50◦ to 140◦. More
detailed analysis on these structures and their energy depen-
dence have been discussed in (Bartoli et al. 2013). Despite the
large χ2 value due to the small structures superimposed to the
smoother modulation, the figure shows that the general shape
on the anisotropy can be described enough satisfactorily with
two harmonics.
Our data, as previous measurements by other detectors, rule

out the hypotesis of the sidereal Compton-Getting effect be

A1 = 6.8×10-4,  Φ1 = 39.1º

A2 = 4.9⨉10-4,  Φ2 = 100.9º

• The LSA cannot be described by a simple dipole.


• Data rule out the hypotesis of the sidereal 
Compton-Getting effect (orbital motion of the solar 
system aroud the Galactic Center) be the 
dominant anisotropy component. 

Galactic CG expectations: 

ACG = 3.5⨉10-3, much larger than observations

maximum in the direction of the Galactic Center (R.A.=315º and δ=0º)

minimum at R.A.=135º and δ=0º

CRs corotate with GMF

ApJ 809 (2015) 90
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Figure 2. Cosmic ray relative intensity maps for different Nhits intervals. From top to bottom, Nhits=40-59, 60-99, 100-160, 160-300, 300-700, 700-1000, and
Nhits ≥1000.

Fermi-LAT (Nolan et.al. 2012) and ARGO-YBJ (Bartoli et
al. 2014), known as the “Cygnus Cocoon”. Since ARGO-
YBJ cannot distinguish between cosmic ray and gamma ray
showers, the map of Fig.1 also contains some excess due to
gamma ray sources, like the Crab Nebula (R.A.= 83.6◦, δ =
22.0◦). The excesses due to gamma ray sources have a rela-
tive small statistical significance in this map compared to the
one obtained by ARGO-YBJ in gamma ray studies (Bartoli et
al. 2014b, 2015), because here the analysis parameters are not
optimized for gamma ray measurements and the smoothing
radius is much larger than the angular resolution for gamma
rays. Since the excesses due to gamma rays are highly local-
ized, they do not alter the large scale structure of the map.
The lower panel of Fig.1 shows the intensity as a func-

tion of the right ascension, obtained by projecting the two-
dimensional map on the right ascension axis, in bins of 15◦,
and averaging over the declination values. Following the stan-
dard harmonic analysis procedure, we fit the projected inten-

sity with the first two terms of the Furier series:

I = 1+A1cos[2π(x−φ1)/360]+A2cos[2π(x−φ2)/180]. (4)

The obtained best values of the amplitudes and phases of
the two harmonics are: A1 = 6.8×10−4, A2 = 4.9×10−4, φ1 =
39.1◦ and φ2 = 100.9◦, with a χ2/nd f = 1273/20.
The poor χ2/nd f value is due to the simple fitting func-

tion, that is not able to describe the complex morphology of
the map, in particular the region from 50◦ to 140◦. More
detailed analysis on these structures and their energy depen-
dence have been discussed in (Bartoli et al. 2013). Despite the
large χ2 value due to the small structures superimposed to the
smoother modulation, the figure shows that the general shape
on the anisotropy can be described enough satisfactorily with
two harmonics.
Our data, as previous measurements by other detectors, rule

out the hypotesis of the sidereal Compton-Getting effect be

0.9 TeV 

1.5 TeV 

2.4 TeV 

3.6 TeV 

7.2 TeV 

12.5 TeV 

23.6 TeV 

First measurement with an EAS array in 
an energy region so far investigated 
only by underground muon detectors.

S t r u c t u r e s w i t h c o m p l e x 
morphologies are visible in all the 
maps, changing shape with energy. 

 The tail-in broad structure appears 
to dissolve to smaller angular scale 
spots with increasing energy.

ApJ 809 (2015) 90
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3

with two large size pads (139 × 123 cm2) to collect the total
charge developed by the particles hitting the detector. The full
experiment is made of 153 clusters (18360 pads), for a total
active surface of ∼6600m2.
ARGO-YBJ operates in two independent acquisition

modes: the shower mode and the scaler mode. In shower
mode, all showers with a number of hit pads Nhits ≥ 20 in the
central carpet in a time window of 420 ns generate the trigger.
The events collected in shower mode contain both the digital
and the analog information on the shower particles. In this
analisis we refer to the data recorded in digital shower mode.
The primary arrival direction is determined by fitting the

arrival times of the shower front particles. The angular reso-
lution for cosmic ray induced showers has been checked using
the Moon shadow (i.e. the shadow cast by the Moon on the
cosmic ray flux), observed by ARGO-YBJ with a statistical
significance of ∼9 standard deviations per month. The shape
of the shadow provided a measurement of the detector PSF,
that has been found in agreement with expectations. The an-
gular resolution depends on Nhits (hereafter referred to as pad
multiplicity) and varies from 0.3◦ for Nhits >1000 to 1.8◦ for
Nhits=20-39 (Bartoli et al. 2011).
The pad multiplicity is used as an estimator of the primary

energy. The relation between the primary energy and the pad
multiplicity is given by Monte Carlo simulations. The re-
liability of the energy scale has been tested with the Moon
shadow. Due to the geomagnetic field, cosmic rays are de-
flected according to their energy and the Moon shadow is
shifted with respect to the Moon position by an amount de-
pending on the primary energy. The westward shift of the
shadow has been measured for different Nhits intervals and
compared to simulations. We found that the total absolute en-
ergy scale error is less than 13% in the proton energy range
∼1-30 TeV, including the uncertainties on the cosmic ray ele-
mental composition and the hadronic interaction model (Bar-
toli et al. 2011).

3. DATA SELECTION AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
The full ARGO-YBJ detector was in stable data taking from

2007 November to 2012 February, with a trigger rate of ∼3.5
kHz and an average duty cycle of ∼86%. For this analysis,
the events recorded in 2008-2009 were selected according to
the following requirements:
(1) more than 40 pads fired in the central carpet: Nhits ≥ 40;
(2) shower zenith angle θ < 45◦
About 3.6×1010 events survived the selection, with arrival

directions in the declination band -10◦ < δ < +70◦.
The isotropic CR background was estimated via the equi-

zenith (EZ) angle method, where the expected distribution
was fitted to the experimental data by minimising the residu-
als with an iteration technique (Amenomori et al. 2005). This
approach undoubtedly presents the advantage that it can ac-
count for effects that are caused by instrumental and environ-
mental variations, such as changes in pressure or temperature.
The method assumes that the events are uniformly distributed
in azimuth for a given zenith angle bin, or at least that gradi-
ents are stable over a long time, as is the case for ARGO-YBJ
(Bernardini et al. 2014; He et al 2007).
Two sky maps are built with cells of 1◦×1◦ in right ascen-

sion α and declination δ: the event map N(αi,δ j) containing
the detected events, and the backgroun map Nb(αi,δ j) con-
taining the background events as estimated by the EZ method.
The maps are smoothed to increase the statistical significance,
i.e. for each map bin, the events inside a circle of radius 5◦

Figure 1. Upper panel: significance map of the cosmic ray relative intensity
in the equatorial coordinate system. Medium panel: relative intensity map.
Lower panel: relative intensity as a function of the right ascension (integrated
over the declination). The line represents the best fit curve obtained with the
harmonic analysis.

around that bin are summed.
Let Ii, j denote the relative intensity in the sky cell (αi, δ j),

defined as the ratio of the number of detected events and the
estimated background events:

Ii, j =
N(αi,δ j)
Nb(αi,δ j)

(1)

The statistical significance s of the excess (or deficit) of cos-
mic rays with respect to the expected background is given by

s =
Ii, j −1.
σIi, j

(2)

where σIi, j is calculated from N(αi,δ j) and Nb(αi,δ j) taking
into account the number of bins used to evaluate the average
background with the EZ method, and can be approximated as

σ2Ii, j =
N(αi,δ j)
Ii, j2

(3)

4. SIDEREAL ANISOTROPY
The sky map showing the relative intensity of cosmic rays

obtained with the ARGO-YBJ data is given in the second
panel of Fig.1, while the corresponding statistical signifi-
cances of the excesses are reported in the first panel of the
same figure.
Two distinct large structures are visible: a complex ex-

cess region at r.a. = 50◦-140◦ (the so called “tail-in” excess)
and a broad deficit at r.a. = 150◦-250◦ (the “loss-cone”).
A small diffuse excess around R.A.= 310◦ and δ = 40◦ is
also present, with a significance of about 13 standard devi-
ations, corresponding to the Cygnus region, mostly due to
gamma ray emission. The Cygnus region hosts a number of
gamma-ray sources, plus an extended emission detected by
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Figure 3: 2D anisotropy maps (with 30◦ smoothing) at the median energy of 185 TeV (left plot: significance,
right plot: relative intensity).
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Figure 4: 1D projection of the relative intensity at the median energy of 185 TeV.

P He CNO MgAlSi Fe NUM(×108) amp(×10−4) φ(◦)
v1 82.9% 16.5% 0.6% 0.1% 0.0 3.41 14.23±0.77 43.02±3.08
v2 66.1% 27.6% 4.2% 1.1% 1.0% 68.6 11.85±0.17 31.30±0.83

Table 2: Composition, anisotropy amplitude and phase for the two samples v1 and v2.

the 2D maps, with 15◦ smoothing, of these samples. The 1D projection of the relative intensity for
both samples is shown in Figure 6 (left plot). The anisotropy pattern of the two samples looks quite
similar, with only a slight difference, at a level of 3.8σ significance, in the amplitude of the deficit
and excess regions (Figure 6, right plot).

Assuming Ap as the anisotropy amplitude of the proton component, we model the amplitude
of heavier nuclei according to the relation (4.1)

A(Z) = Ap ×Zβ (4.1)

Thus the expected anisotropy amplitude ⟨A⟩ of each sample is given by the relation (4.2)

⟨A⟩= Ap ×∑[ξ (Z)×Zβ ] (4.2)

where ξ (Z) is the weight of the element of charge Z in the sample. A global fit to data gives
β = −2.29± 1.95. The large error on beta prevents us to reach any firm conclusion about the
anisotropy of heavy nuclei. Taken the beta estimate at its face value, this result could suggest that
the light elements, as protons and helium nuclei, are considerably more anisotropic than the heavy
nuclei, a picture consistent with the presence of strong nearby sources.
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the 2D maps, with 15◦ smoothing, of these samples. The 1D projection of the relative intensity for
both samples is shown in Figure 6 (left plot). The anisotropy pattern of the two samples looks quite
similar, with only a slight difference, at a level of 3.8σ significance, in the amplitude of the deficit
and excess regions (Figure 6, right plot).

Assuming Ap as the anisotropy amplitude of the proton component, we model the amplitude
of heavier nuclei according to the relation (4.1)

A(Z) = Ap ×Zβ (4.1)

Thus the expected anisotropy amplitude ⟨A⟩ of each sample is given by the relation (4.2)

⟨A⟩= Ap ×∑[ξ (Z)×Zβ ] (4.2)

where ξ (Z) is the weight of the element of charge Z in the sample. A global fit to data gives
β = −2.29± 1.95. The large error on beta prevents us to reach any firm conclusion about the
anisotropy of heavy nuclei. Taken the beta estimate at its face value, this result could suggest that
the light elements, as protons and helium nuclei, are considerably more anisotropic than the heavy
nuclei, a picture consistent with the presence of strong nearby sources.
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At 185 TeV dramatic change of anisotropy !

excess region: α ≈ 240º 
deficit region: α ≈ 70º 

consistent with IceCube/IceTop and Tibet ASγ results
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the 2D maps, with 15◦ smoothing, of these samples. The 1D projection of the relative intensity for
both samples is shown in Figure 6 (left plot). The anisotropy pattern of the two samples looks quite
similar, with only a slight difference, at a level of 3.8σ significance, in the amplitude of the deficit
and excess regions (Figure 6, right plot).

Assuming Ap as the anisotropy amplitude of the proton component, we model the amplitude
of heavier nuclei according to the relation (4.1)

A(Z) = Ap ×Zβ (4.1)

Thus the expected anisotropy amplitude ⟨A⟩ of each sample is given by the relation (4.2)

⟨A⟩= Ap ×∑[ξ (Z)×Zβ ] (4.2)

where ξ (Z) is the weight of the element of charge Z in the sample. A global fit to data gives
β = −2.29± 1.95. The large error on beta prevents us to reach any firm conclusion about the
anisotropy of heavy nuclei. Taken the beta estimate at its face value, this result could suggest that
the light elements, as protons and helium nuclei, are considerably more anisotropic than the heavy
nuclei, a picture consistent with the presence of strong nearby sources.
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3

with two large size pads (139 × 123 cm2) to collect the total
charge developed by the particles hitting the detector. The full
experiment is made of 153 clusters (18360 pads), for a total
active surface of ∼6600m2.
ARGO-YBJ operates in two independent acquisition

modes: the shower mode and the scaler mode. In shower
mode, all showers with a number of hit pads Nhits ≥ 20 in the
central carpet in a time window of 420 ns generate the trigger.
The events collected in shower mode contain both the digital
and the analog information on the shower particles. In this
analisis we refer to the data recorded in digital shower mode.
The primary arrival direction is determined by fitting the

arrival times of the shower front particles. The angular reso-
lution for cosmic ray induced showers has been checked using
the Moon shadow (i.e. the shadow cast by the Moon on the
cosmic ray flux), observed by ARGO-YBJ with a statistical
significance of ∼9 standard deviations per month. The shape
of the shadow provided a measurement of the detector PSF,
that has been found in agreement with expectations. The an-
gular resolution depends on Nhits (hereafter referred to as pad
multiplicity) and varies from 0.3◦ for Nhits >1000 to 1.8◦ for
Nhits=20-39 (Bartoli et al. 2011).
The pad multiplicity is used as an estimator of the primary

energy. The relation between the primary energy and the pad
multiplicity is given by Monte Carlo simulations. The re-
liability of the energy scale has been tested with the Moon
shadow. Due to the geomagnetic field, cosmic rays are de-
flected according to their energy and the Moon shadow is
shifted with respect to the Moon position by an amount de-
pending on the primary energy. The westward shift of the
shadow has been measured for different Nhits intervals and
compared to simulations. We found that the total absolute en-
ergy scale error is less than 13% in the proton energy range
∼1-30 TeV, including the uncertainties on the cosmic ray ele-
mental composition and the hadronic interaction model (Bar-
toli et al. 2011).

3. DATA SELECTION AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
The full ARGO-YBJ detector was in stable data taking from

2007 November to 2012 February, with a trigger rate of ∼3.5
kHz and an average duty cycle of ∼86%. For this analysis,
the events recorded in 2008-2009 were selected according to
the following requirements:
(1) more than 40 pads fired in the central carpet: Nhits ≥ 40;
(2) shower zenith angle θ < 45◦
About 3.6×1010 events survived the selection, with arrival

directions in the declination band -10◦ < δ < +70◦.
The isotropic CR background was estimated via the equi-

zenith (EZ) angle method, where the expected distribution
was fitted to the experimental data by minimising the residu-
als with an iteration technique (Amenomori et al. 2005). This
approach undoubtedly presents the advantage that it can ac-
count for effects that are caused by instrumental and environ-
mental variations, such as changes in pressure or temperature.
The method assumes that the events are uniformly distributed
in azimuth for a given zenith angle bin, or at least that gradi-
ents are stable over a long time, as is the case for ARGO-YBJ
(Bernardini et al. 2014; He et al 2007).
Two sky maps are built with cells of 1◦×1◦ in right ascen-

sion α and declination δ: the event map N(αi,δ j) containing
the detected events, and the backgroun map Nb(αi,δ j) con-
taining the background events as estimated by the EZ method.
The maps are smoothed to increase the statistical significance,
i.e. for each map bin, the events inside a circle of radius 5◦

Figure 1. Upper panel: significance map of the cosmic ray relative intensity
in the equatorial coordinate system. Medium panel: relative intensity map.
Lower panel: relative intensity as a function of the right ascension (integrated
over the declination). The line represents the best fit curve obtained with the
harmonic analysis.

around that bin are summed.
Let Ii, j denote the relative intensity in the sky cell (αi, δ j),

defined as the ratio of the number of detected events and the
estimated background events:

Ii, j =
N(αi,δ j)
Nb(αi,δ j)

(1)

The statistical significance s of the excess (or deficit) of cos-
mic rays with respect to the expected background is given by

s =
Ii, j −1.
σIi, j

(2)

where σIi, j is calculated from N(αi,δ j) and Nb(αi,δ j) taking
into account the number of bins used to evaluate the average
background with the EZ method, and can be approximated as

σ2Ii, j =
N(αi,δ j)
Ii, j2

(3)

4. SIDEREAL ANISOTROPY
The sky map showing the relative intensity of cosmic rays

obtained with the ARGO-YBJ data is given in the second
panel of Fig.1, while the corresponding statistical signifi-
cances of the excesses are reported in the first panel of the
same figure.
Two distinct large structures are visible: a complex ex-

cess region at r.a. = 50◦-140◦ (the so called “tail-in” excess)
and a broad deficit at r.a. = 150◦-250◦ (the “loss-cone”).
A small diffuse excess around R.A.= 310◦ and δ = 40◦ is
also present, with a significance of about 13 standard devi-
ations, corresponding to the Cygnus region, mostly due to
gamma ray emission. The Cygnus region hosts a number of
gamma-ray sources, plus an extended emission detected by

Gao et al., ICRC 2017
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Amplitude and Phase of 
the first harmonic

42

dipole component as a tracer 
of the CR source distribution

• Extremely small amplitude: 10-4 — 10-3


• Slow increase of A1 with increasing energy to 
a maximum around 10 TeV.


• Slow fall of A1 to a minimum at about 100 TeV.


• Evidence of increasing A above 100 TeV.


• Phase nearly constant around 0 hrs.


• Dramatic change of phase above 100 TeV.
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Element dependence of CR LSA with ARGO-YBJ Songzhan Chen

N log10Erec(GeV ) Em(TeV ) NUM(×108) amp φ(◦)
1 3.50∼3.75 4.0 71 9.66×10−4 ± 0.17×10−4 29.73 ± 1.00
2 3.75∼4.00 7.0 38 12.33×10−4 ± 0.23×10−4 32.55 ± 1.07
3 4.00∼4.25 12.0 20 11.55×10−4 ± 0.31×10−4 31.37 ± 1.55
4 4.25∼4.50 21.0 10 10.67×10−4 ± 0.44×10−4 27.19 ± 2.35
5 4.50∼4.75 39 5.0 9.16×10−4 ± 0.64×10−4 0.40 ± 3.97
6 4.75∼5.00 70 2.2 5.91×10−4 ± 0.96×10−4 354.03 ± 9.28
7 ≥5.00 185 1.5 6.91×10−4 ± 1.16×10−4 231.09 ± 9.64

Table 1: The median energy, events number, amplitude and phase of seven energy samples. The amplitude
and phase are get from the best fit of the 1D profile.

amplitude above 100 TeV, consistent with the results obtained by other experiments (see Figure
2). The two-dimensional map in equatorial coordinates (2D) is reported in Figure 3 (a smoothing
with a window width of 30◦ has been applied), and the one-dimensional (1D) projection of the
relative intensity is shown in Figure 4. The pre-trial significance of the deficit is about −5.09σ
and the pre-trial significance of the excess is about 5.24σ . However both the deficit and excess
regions are consistent with the results of ASγ at 300-1000 TeV [17] and of IceCube at 400 TeV
in the southern hemisphere [13]. Thus it is confirmed that the anisotropy map at energies greater
than 100 TeV is different from that at multi-TeV energies characterized by the so-called tail-in and
loss-cone features.
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Figure 2: The amplitude (left plot) and the phase (right plot) of the first harmonic of the sidereal anisotropy
measured by ARGO-YBJ (red squares), as a function of the cosmic ray energy (in the units of eV), along
with the results from other experiments.

4.2 Dependence on the cosmic ray elemental composition

A preliminary study of the sidereal anisotropy dependence on the cosmic ray elemental com-
position has been carried out on the data sample collected at a median energy of 10 TeV (see Table
1). The events have been grouped in two samples according to the strip distribution around the core.
The expected composition of these samples, as obtained by a MC simulation, is reported in Table
2. The v1 sample appears richer in light elements with respect to the v2 sample. Figure 5 shows
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Table 1: The median energy, events number, amplitude and phase of seven energy samples. The amplitude
and phase are get from the best fit of the 1D profile.

amplitude above 100 TeV, consistent with the results obtained by other experiments (see Figure
2). The two-dimensional map in equatorial coordinates (2D) is reported in Figure 3 (a smoothing
with a window width of 30◦ has been applied), and the one-dimensional (1D) projection of the
relative intensity is shown in Figure 4. The pre-trial significance of the deficit is about −5.09σ
and the pre-trial significance of the excess is about 5.24σ . However both the deficit and excess
regions are consistent with the results of ASγ at 300-1000 TeV [17] and of IceCube at 400 TeV
in the southern hemisphere [13]. Thus it is confirmed that the anisotropy map at energies greater
than 100 TeV is different from that at multi-TeV energies characterized by the so-called tail-in and
loss-cone features.
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Figure 2: The amplitude (left plot) and the phase (right plot) of the first harmonic of the sidereal anisotropy
measured by ARGO-YBJ (red squares), as a function of the cosmic ray energy (in the units of eV), along
with the results from other experiments.

4.2 Dependence on the cosmic ray elemental composition

A preliminary study of the sidereal anisotropy dependence on the cosmic ray elemental com-
position has been carried out on the data sample collected at a median energy of 10 TeV (see Table
1). The events have been grouped in two samples according to the strip distribution around the core.
The expected composition of these samples, as obtained by a MC simulation, is reported in Table
2. The v1 sample appears richer in light elements with respect to the v2 sample. Figure 5 shows
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G. Di Sciascio and R. Iuppa, arXiv:1407.2144 

The variation of the amplitude with energy 
seems to be difficult to interpret in terms of the 
conventional GCR diffusion model in the Galaxy.
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Medium/Small Scale 
Anisotropy
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Data: November 8, 2007 - May 20, 2012 
≈ 3.70×1011 events

Proton median energy ≈ 1 TeV

CRs excess ≈ 0.1 %   
with significance up to 15 s.d. 

dec. region δ ∼ -20◦÷ 80◦

Map smoothed with the detected PSF for CRs, 
obtained with the Moon Shadow analysis

Galactic plane 

CRAB 

Cygnus Region 

Galactic center 

Phys. Rev. D 88 (2013) 082001

ApJ 809 (2015) 90
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★ Large Scale Anisotropy was measured with high accuracy in the range 1 - 200 TeV.          
The dramatic change of the phenomenology above 100 TeV is confirmed.


★ New TeV small/medium scale anisotropy regions have been observed for the first time in the 
Northern hemisphere.


❑ With ARGO-YBJ for the first time direct-indirect measurements of the CR spectrum overlaps for more 
than one energy decade, thus providing a solid anchorage to the CR measurements at higher energies.


❑ Clear observation of the proton knee at ≈ 700 GeV with different analises.

★ New generation EAS arrays (LHAASO in China) open up new possibilities for more complex 
observations that go beyond mapping of the arrival direction distribution as a function of the energy, 
allowing the measurement of energy spectrum and composition in distinct regions of the sky.
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Solar activity
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Daily sunspot number: http://www.sidc.be/silso/datafiles

Solar activity measured by AMS
The Sun goes through an 11-year activity cycle shown by sunspots number. 
At each solar maximum the Sun flips its magnetic field polarity (A>0, A<0) 
showing a periodicity of 22 years.

8

NM

N
M

 C
ounts/sec

SSN

Cycle 23 Cycle 24Cycle 22

The flux of galactic cosmic rays is anti-correlated with the intensity of the solar activity.

The Sun goes through an 11-year activity cycle shown by sunspots number.

At each solar max the Sun flips its magnetic field polarity (A>0, A<0) showing 
a periodicity of 22 years.

The flux of GCRs is anti-correlated with the intensity of the solar activity.

ARGO-YBJ data
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LHAASO layout
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N
O

R
TH

150 m

WFCTA

ED

MD

WCDA

• 1.3 km2 array, including 5195 scintillator detectors 1 m2 each, with 15 m spacing. 

• An overlapping 1 km2 array of 1171, underground water Cherenkov tanks 36 m2 each,  with 30 m 
spacing, for muon detection (total sensitive area ≈ 42,000 m2). 

• A close-packed, surface water Cherenkov detector facility with a total area of 80,000 m2. 

• 18 wide field-of-view air Cherenkov (and fluorescence) telescopes. 

• Neutron detectors
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The LHAASO site
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The experiment is located at 4400 m asl (600 g/cm2) in 
the Haizishan (Lakes’ Mountain) site, Sichuan province

Coordinates: 29º 21' 31’' N, 100º 08' 15’' E 

场地中心： 
29度21分30.7秒， 
                    100度08分14.65秒 
公路入口： 
29度21分32.76秒， 
                     100度07分43.03秒 
场地西边界： 
29度21分30.61秒， 
                     100度07分50.61秒 
场地东边界： 
29度21分30.68秒， 
                     100度08分38.73秒 
场地北边界： 
29度21分51.78秒， 
                     100度08分14.50秒 
场地南边界： 
29度21分9.54秒， 
                     100度08分14.73秒 
 
 

Beijing 

Chengdu 

Haizishan 

700 km to Chengdu

50 km to Daocheng City (3700 m asl, guest house)

10 km to the highest airport in the world
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Large High-Altitude Air Shower Observatory

LHAASO status
• Approved in January 2017
• Construction already started
• Commissioning of ¼ by end 2018 – start 

operations
• Installation by end 2021 – full operation

Vannuccini - CSN2 - 10-12 Aprile 2017  

The first pond (HAWC-like) will be completed by 
the end of 2017 and instrumented in 2018.


1/4 of the experiment in commissioning by the 
end of 2018 (sensitivity better than HAWC):


• 6 WFCTA telescopes 

• 22,500 m2 water Cherenkov detector 

• ≈200 muon detectors

Completion of the installation in 2021.
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LHAASO vs other EAS arrays
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✓ LHAASO will operate with a coverage similar to KASCADE (about %) over a much larger effective area.

✓ The detection area of muon detectors is about 70 times larger than KASCADE (coverage 5%) !

✓ Redundancy: different detectors to study hadronic models dependence

Open problems in Galactic Cosmic Ray Physics 7

Table 1: Characteristics of di↵erent EAS-arrays

Experiment Altitude (m) e.m. Sensitive Area Instrumented Area Coverage
(m2) (m2)

LHAASO 4410 5.2⇥103 1.3⇥106 4⇥10�3

TIBET AS� 4300 380 3.7⇥104 10�2

IceTop 2835 4.2⇥102 106 4⇥10�4

ARGO-YBJ 4300 6700 11,000 0.93 (central carpet)

KASCADE 110 5⇥102 4⇥104 1.2⇥10�2

KASCADE-Grande 110 370 5⇥105 7⇥10�4

CASA-MIA 1450 1.6⇥103 2.3⇥105 7⇥10�3

µ Sensitive Area Instrumented Area Coverage
(m2) (m2)

LHAASO 4410 4.2⇥104 106 4.4⇥10�2

TIBET AS� 4300 4.5⇥103 3.7⇥104 1.2⇥10�1

KASCADE 110 6⇥102 4⇥104 1.5⇥10�2

CASA-MIA 1450 2.5⇥103 2.3⇥105 1.1⇥10�2

and primary energy is one of the most important problem for ground-based measurement, heavely a↵ecting the
reconstruction of the CR energy spectrum.

The key point for future experiments aiming at studying the cosmic radiation is the possibility to separate,
on a event by event basis, as much as possible mass groups to measure their spectra and anisotropies. As
demonstrated in the hybrid measurement carried out with ARGO-YBJ, the array of Cherenkov telescopes will
allow the selection, with high resolution, of the main primary mass groups on an event-by-event basis, without
any unfolding procedure and the reconstruction of energy spectra with an energy resolution of the order of
20% [6]. In addition, the correlation between electromagnetic, muonic and Cherenkov components will allow
the study of the dependence upon di↵erent hadronic models thus investigating for the first time if the EAS
development is correctly described by the current simulation codes.

(✦)

(✦) Muon detector area: 4.2 x 104 m2 + 8 x 104 m2 (WCDA)
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The RPC signal vs the calorimeter 
signal 

Normalized residuals: the gaussian fit to the 
distribution Æ no deviations from linearity

Linearity of the RPC 
@ BTF in Frascati:

•• electrons (or positrons)electrons (or positrons)
•• E = 25E = 25--750 750 MeVMeV (0.5% resolution)(0.5% resolution)
•• <N> = 1<N> = 1÷÷101088 particles/pulseparticles/pulse
•• 10 ns pulses, 110 ns pulses, 1--49 Hz49 Hz
•• beam spot uniform on 3*5 cmbeam spot uniform on 3*5 cm22

beam

Æ Linearity up to § 2 104 particle/m2 ( see also S. Mastroianni’s poster) 

Calorimeter: lead glass block from OPAL,  
PMT  a Hamamatsu R2238.

IntrisicIntrisic linearity:ȱtestȱatȱtheȱBTFȱfacilitylinearity:ȱtestȱatȱtheȱBTFȱfacility

M. Iacovacci RPC2014, Beijing 14/18
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Figure 7: Result of the RPC linearity test performed at the BTF (see text for details).
The fit with a straight line, in red, has been performed.

red straight line shown in Fig.7 and the residual values, normalized to the fit141

values, reported in the histogram of Fig.8. The gaussian fit to the residual142

distribution (Fig.8) shows a good agreement, as confirmed by the value of143

the χ2/d.o.f.. From the fitted values of the gaussian parameters one can say144

that local deviations are contained within a few per cent (r.m.s) , while the145

integral deviation (mean) is below 1%.146

The offset of the RPC response in Fig.7 is due to the strong attenuation147

of the calorimeter signal and to its adaptation to match the specifications of148

the readout electronics. In conclusion, up to 30 particles on 15 cm2 there is149

no evidence of deviation from linearity behavior of the RPC, which means150

linearity response up to density of about 2× 104/m2. Of course this value151

is conservative because the particle density of the beam spot is not properly152

uniform.153

IV. Local Station and Trigger System154

The trigger of the experiment is generated by the digital signals sent155

by the Front-End boards mounted on the RPCs. These digital signals are156

processed by a specific crate named Local Station (LS) [6] - the Cluster157

DAQ Unit -, as depicted in Fig. 9, that provides the pad multiplicity to the158

9

The RPC signal vs the calorimeter signal

➔ Linearity up to ≈ 2 104 particle/m2

Linearity of the RPC @ BTF 
in INFN Frascati Lab: 
• electrons (or positrons) 
• E = 25-750 MeV (0.5% resolution) 
• <N>=1÷108particles/pulse 
• 10 ns pulses, 1-49 Hz 
• beam spot uniform on 3⨉5 cm

4 RPCs  
60 x 60 cm2

Astrop. Phys. 67 (2015) 47

4 data sample:
ȡ : 10 Æ 104 part/m2

Event selection:
� Core reconstructed 
in a fiducial area of 
2400 m2 ;
� Zenith angle < 15°

Good overlap between 4 scales with the maximum density
of the showers spanning over three decades

Trigger 
effect

RPC2014, Beijing M. Iacovacci

ChecksȱandȱperformanceȱevaluationChecksȱandȱperformanceȱevaluation

16/18

Good overlap between 4 scales with the maximum 
density of the showers spanning over three decades
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FIG. 10. The di↵erential all-particle energy spectrum measured by HAWC (blue) compared with the spectra from the ARGO-
YBJ [11], ATIC-2 [7], GRAPES-3 [12], IceTop [37], and Tibet-III [13] experiments. The CREAM [6] light component spectrum
(H+He) is also included for comparison. The uncertainties on the ATIC-2 and CREAM measurements represent combined
statistical and systematic uncertainties. For the HAWC, ARGO-YBJ, and IceTop spectra, the shaded regions represent the
reported systematic uncertainties. Only ARGO-YBJ reports statistical uncertainties that are shown by visible vertical bars,
while for the remaining air-shower array measurements, these are smaller than the respective marker size. The double-sided
arrow indicates the shift in flux that would result from a ±10% shift in the energy scale. The GST4-gen [38] and Polygonato
[39] all-particle flux models are shown by the red and black dashed lines, respectively.

spectrum using the H4a model, so we simply quote the
H4a result. We take the full range spanned by the models
in each energy bin as a conservative estimate of the sys-
tematic uncertainty, as we have assumed no preference
for any one model.

In all, the uncertainty due to the assumed composition
does not exceed +5% for all energies and is within �4%
above 100 TeV. The greatest deviation from the nomi-
nal model comes from H4a, providing an uncertainty of
�16% at 10 TeV. This is due to the significantly larger
contribution of heavy elements (>He) to the model as
compared to the other three. This has the e↵ect of
reducing the e�ciency (or equivalently A

e↵

) which can
be seen in figure 7, since the all-particle e�ciency is an
abundance-weighted average for all species. The greater
presence of heavier elements also induces increased en-
ergy migration such that reconstructed events at lower
energies are promoted towards higher energies in the un-
folded flux.

4. Hadronic Interaction Model

We also considered the systematic uncertainty from
di↵erent hadronic interaction models by comparing the

nominal simulation using QGSJet-II-03 [18] to the EPOS
(LHC) [19] and SIBYLL 2.1 [20] high energy models.
The unfolded spectra using the EPOS model and the
nominal simulation agree to within 2%, while the spec-
trum unfolded using the SIBYLL model is systematically
higher by between 5–10 % for all energies. Studies from
groups such as the GRAPES-3 air shower experiment
[12] found that for a fixed composition assumption, the
choice of hadronic interaction model influenced the rel-
ative abundance of the species arriving at ground level.
They found this was primarily due to model di↵erences
in determining the point of the first interaction. As the
simulated data sets for these models were smaller than
the nominal set, a more thorough analysis of the origin
of these discrepancies was not possible. Still, we include
this as a source of systematic uncertainty using the ob-
served ranges of unfolded spectra.

VI. DISCUSSION

A comparison of the unfolded all-particle spectrum to
other recent (< 20 yrs) experimental results is shown
in figure 10. Above 100 TeV, there is agreement with
the final ATIC-2 [7] data point though it has statistical

arXiv:1710.00890
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Fig. 9 Indirect measurements of the all particle CR energy spectrum below 1018 eV. Also shown
are the combination of high energy direct measurements, and the energy spectrum for the light (i.e.
proton + helium) component. Plot taken from [88].

2.2.4 Flux anisotropies

A complementary approch to the study of CR sources and propagation, with respect
to the analysis of energy spectra and composition, is provided by the measurement
of anisotropy signals. This also possibly leads to some information on the galactic
magnetic field, which is mainly responsible for the highly isotropic CR flux.
Even though the first evidences for anisotropies (resulting from the CR intensity
variations with sidereal time) dates back to Hess and Steinmaurer in 1932 [91], in
recent years the huge event statistics collected by several experiments with good
pointing accuracy allowed a detailed analysis of two dimensional arrival direction
distribution maps (right ascension and declination) and their evolution with time. As
a consequence, anisotropy signals at the level of 10�4

�10�3 were found at different
angular scales in both hemispheres (see for instance [90] and refs. therein).

A so-called Large Scale Anisotropy (LSA) has been measured by several
experiments (e.g. Tibet-ASg [92], Milagro [93], ARGO-YBJ [94], IceCube [95])
showing an approximate dipole-like feature with an excess region between 40�

�90�

in right ascension (around the heliospheric tail) and a deficit between 150�

�240� (in
the direction of the galactic north pole), referred to as tail-in and loss cone regions
respectively.

These observations are likely to reflect the combination of several effects, namely
the relative motion of the solar system with respect to the frame in which CRs are
isotropic (Compton-Getting effect [96]), the orientation of the local magnetic field
[97] and the overall gradient in the CR local density (see for instance [98, 99, 5]).
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A practical aspect of the energy of the proton knee is its 
implication for the atmospheric neutrino flux at high energy.

Calculation of the flux of atmospheric neutrinos depends on the 
spectrum of nucleons as a function of energy per nucleon, which 
is dominated by protons and helium. 

If the proton and helium components steepen at 700 GeV, then 
there should be a compensating increase in heavier nuclei to keep 
the all-particle spectrum constant. 

The sketch illustrates the effect, which would likely be a 
suppression of the flux of nucleons in a range around a PeV that 
arises if the all-particle spectrum is dominated by heavy nuclei in 
this region. 

This in turn would significantly reduce the flux of muons 
and muon-neutrinos around 100 TeV. The spectrum of nucleons for the H4a 

model compared with a modified version in 
which the cutoff rigidities for p and He are 
reduced to 700 GeV and the all-particle 
spectrum is restored by increasing the 
contribution of the CNO and Fe groups. 
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Figure 2. The spectrum of nucleons for the H4a model [14] com-
pared with a modified version in which the cuto↵ rigidities for p
and HE are reduced to 700 GV and the all-particle spectrum is re-
stored by increasing the contribution of the CNO and Fe groups.

surements cover the energy range from ⇠ 10 TeV to the
knee region. While the measurement of the all-particle
spectrum agrees with several other EAS measurements
through the knee region, the light component appears to
steepen starting around 700 TeV [8, 10]. In contrast, KAS-
CADE [11, 12] shows the proton steepening above a PeV.
In his presentation, DiSciascio compares the ARGJO-YBJ
result with the Hörandel parameterization [13] of p+He,
which also steepens at higher energy. The IceCube/IceTop
composition analysis [15] starts around 3 PeV, too high to
provide insight on this question.

Indirect measurements of the composition with EAS
detectors are di�cult, and the ARGO-YBJ result points to
an ambiguity that needs to be resolved. A practical aspect
is its implication for the atmospheric neutrino flux at high
energy relevant for IceCube. Calculation of the flux of at-
mospheric neutrinos depends on the spectrum of nucleons
as a function of energy per nucleon, which is dominated by
protons and helium. If the proton and helium components
steepen at 700 GV, then there should be a compensating
increase in heavier nuclei to keep the all-particle spectrum
constant. The sketch in Fig. 2 illustrates the e↵ect, which
would likely be a suppression of the flux of nucleons in a
range around a PeV that arises if the all-particle spectrum
is dominated by heavy nuclei in this region. This in turn
would significantly reduce the flux of muons and muon-
neutrinos around 100 TeV.

2.2 From the knee to the ankle

Figure 3 (left) compares measurements of the spectrum by
KASCADE-Grande [12, 16], TUNKA-133 [17, 18] and
IceTop [15, 19, 20]. The solid line shows a spectrum
with a constant di↵erential index of �3. The data show
clear structure between the knee and the ankle, with a
hardening around 2 ⇥ 1016 eV and a second knee above

1017 eV. The KASCADE-Grande analysis uses the frac-
tion of muons to separate the spectrum into light and
heavy components [12, 21]. The data suggest that the sub-
dominant light component increases relative to the heavy
component as energy increases toward the PeV region, as
shown in Fig. 3 (right). A possible interpretation is that the
increase of the light component reflects the population of
cosmic rays from extragalactic sources, while the steeper
heavy component is the end of the Galactic population.

2.3 The highest energy cosmic rays

Measurements of the cosmic-ray spectrum to the highest
energy were presented at ISVHECRI 2016 from both Tele-
scope Array (TA) [22] and Auger [23]. They are in excel-
lent agreement with each other through the ankle region
within their systematic uncertainties in energy. However,
after shifting the Auger energy assignment up by 8% (or
the TA spectrum down by a similar amount) the TA spec-
trum remains somewhat higher than the Auger spectrum
above 10 EeV.

The question of composition of the highest energy cos-
mic rays has long been an important unresolved issue.
Both TA and Auger find a large fraction of protons in the
EeV range, above which the interpretations di↵ered, with
Auger preferring heavier and TA lighter composition. In-
ferences about composition are based on both the mean
depth of shower maximum as a function of energy and
on fluctuations in depth of maximum in each energy bin,
and they depend on the hadronic interaction model used
to make the interpretation. The TA presentation [22] in-
cludes a plot of mean depth of maximum for both exper-
iments obtained by the joint composition working group
that includes members of both experiments. The results of
the two experiments are not inconsistent with each other.
In comparison with the interaction model QGSJETII-03
the depth of maximum measurements are between protons
and iron, but closer to the proton limit. Thus at present the
composition at the highest energy remains an open ques-
tion.

Composition from 1-100 EeV is the key to what is
one of the most important open questions in cosmic-ray
physics, namely, the cause of the apparent cuto↵ in the
spectrum at 100 EeV. There are two possibilities. If
protons dominate at high energy, the natural interpreta-
tion would be the GZK process [24, 25], energy loss to
photo-pion production during propagation in the cosmic
microwave background radiation. The other possibility is
that the accelerators are reaching their maximum rigidity,
as suggested by the Hillas plot [26]. The Auger presen-
tation [23] illustrates the di↵erent energy-dependent com-
positions that characterize each of these possibilities [27].
The GZK explanation requires mostly protons at the high-
est energy while in the Hillas case an increasing fraction
of heavy nuclei would be expected as the cuto↵ in rigid-
ity a↵ects protons first. In both cases e↵ects of nuclear
fragmentation during propagation must accounted for in
addition to the source composition.

Both TA and Auger have initiated upgrades aimed at
understanding the composition and the related question of

T. Gaisser, ISVHECRI 2016 (arXiv:1704.00788)
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The investigation of the systematic uncertainties is very important for a weak intensity detection.

The standard check is the study of time distribution in the anti-sidereal time: 
an artificial time which has 364.25 cycles per year

The anti-sidereal result can be used to estimate 
such systematics and, if needed, to correct them.
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Figure 5. Upper panel: Relative intensity of the anti-sidereal distribution for
event with Nhits=60-99. Lower panel: The corresponding sidereal distribution
before and after the correction made with the anti-sidereal analysis.

difference of the event rate measured at +h and −h hour angle
is considered. If this quantity is studied as a function of the
local sidereal time, the “derivative” of the sidereal anisotropy
projection is obtained, and a simple integration gives the side-
real anisotropy. This analysis is based on the difference be-
tween the event rates recorded simultaneusly from different
directions, hence is free from systematics due to spurious rate
variations. In the analysis presented here, h was calculated by
averaging the hour angles of all events with a zenith angle less
than 45◦, and was found to be 18.6◦.

Due to the deep differences between the Equi-Zenith and
the East-West method, both in the approach and in handling
data, a comparison between them provides a good estimate of
systematic uncertainties. In fig.6, the right ascension projec-
tions obtained with the Equi-Zenith and the East-West meth-
ods are shown, for events with Nhits > 40. No significant
differences were found among the two distributions and the
agreement makes us confident on the reliability of the mea-
surement.

4.2.2. Solar Compton Getting effect
As explained previously, the CG effect was originally pro-

posed as a prediction of a dipolar anisotropy which should be
observed in sidereal time because of the motion of the solar
system with respect to the CR medium. Such an anisotropy
is not the only CG effect that can be investigated. In fact, the
Earth itself moves around the Sun and a CG effect should be
observed in solar time. Like the sidereal CG effect, the solar
CG effect can be predicted with a simple analytical model.
The expected signal is a dipole anisotropy with a maximum
intensity at 6 hr of solar time.

Even if the observation of the solar CG effect is less impor-
tant than the sidereal one (because there is no doubt that CRs
do not co-rotate with the Earth around the Sun), nevertheless
it gives important indications on the stability of the appara-
tus, and the agreement between observation and expectation
would be a strong validator of the detector performance, as
well as of the full chain of analysis.

Since the effects of the Sun activity influence the propaga-
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Figure 6. Relative intensity of cosmic rays obtained using the Equi-Zenith
method (squares) and the East-West method (triangles), together with the best
fit curves of the harmonic analysis.

tion of cosmic rays up to ∼1-10 TeV, we study the GC signal
using events of higher energy. Fig.7 reports the events distri-
bution in solar time compared to the expected one, for show-
ers with Nhits > 500, which correspond to a median proton
energy of 13.4 TeV. The solar CG effect is clearly observed,
with a maximum intensity at a solar time 6.67±0.37 hr.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper reports on the measurement of the large scale
anisotropy by the ARGO-YBJ experiment, in the energy
range ∼1-30 TeV. The data collected in 2008 and 2009, dur-
ing a phase of minimum solar activity, have been used to built
a two dimensional map of the CR intensity in the declination
band -10◦ < δ < +70◦. Two large structures are observed, i.e.
an excess region at R.A. = 50◦-140◦ in the direction of the
heliotail and a broad deficit at R.A. = 150◦-250◦, in the direc-
tion of the Galactic North Pole (R.A. = 192.3◦, decl = 27.4◦).
These observations are in fair agreement with previous results
from other experiments also using different techniques, sup-
porting the robustness of the result.

The high statistics of our sample allowed the detection of
many structures of angular size as small as ∼10 degrees, su-
perimposed to the largest structures. Even neglecting such a
small structures, the observed anisotropy is not a pure dipole,
and the harmonic analysis of the intensity distribution as a
function of the right ascension shows that the data can be de-
scribed by the first two components of a Fourier series, repre-
senting the diurnal and semidiurnal sidereal modulation. The
amplitude of the first harmonic is about a factor 1.5 larger than
the second one.

The energy dependence of the anisotropy has been studied
building two-dimensional sky maps for seven different inter-
vals of events multiplicity with median energies ranging from
0.9 to 24 TeV. In each map both the excess and deficit regions
are observed with high significance. The data show that the
absolute value of the intensity of both regions increases with
energy up to ∼10 TeV, then decreases, while the position of
both the maxima and the minimum shifts towards smaller val-
ues of right ascension. The similar energy dependence could
suggest that the origin of the excess and deficit regions is the
same.

The harmonic analysis shows a similar behaviour. The am-
plitude of the first harmonic increaes with energy and doubles
in the range ∼1 to ∼10 TeV, then decreases, creating a sort of
“knee” in the anisotropy spectrum. This “knee” is consistent
with the data of other detectors working in different energy
ranges. The general scenario is that first harmonic amplitude

The curves before and after the correction are very close, showing 
that the influence of seasonal and diurnal variations is negligible 
during the observation period. 

1 day less than the number of days in a year of solar time, 
and 2 days less than the number of sidereal days. 

Anti-sidereal distribution

In principle, the harmonic analysis in anti-sidereal time should 
find no anisotropy at all, since no physical phenomena exist 
with such a periodicity. 

However, if some effect in solar time affects the sidereal 
distribution, it will also affect the anti-sidereal one. 

Anti-sidereal amplitude: more than a factor 10 smaller 
than the sidereal one.
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It is based on a “differential” approach: at the moment t vertical North-South plane divide the sky into two 
sectors East-ward and West-ward. 

Most of systematics affecting the detector operation or bias influencing the analysis of the events are equal 
for both sectors.  The idea is that considering the difference of counts from two directions makes them 
cancelling each other and result is true differential wave.

Due to the deep differences between the equi-zenith and the East-West method, both in the approach and 
in data-handling, the comparison among them provides a good estimation of systematic uncertainties.

No significant differences were found among the distributions

Based on counting rate differences between East and West directions, 
allowing to remove variations of atmospheric origin.

The East-West method is an ‘old’ method used 
when experiments were not able to collect enough 

statistics to study the distribution of CR arrival 
direction both in right ascension and declination.
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Figure 5. Upper panel: Relative intensity of the anti-sidereal distribution for
event with Nhits=60-99. Lower panel: The corresponding sidereal distribution
before and after the correction made with the anti-sidereal analysis.

difference of the event rate measured at +h and −h hour angle
is considered. If this quantity is studied as a function of the
local sidereal time, the “derivative” of the sidereal anisotropy
projection is obtained, and a simple integration gives the side-
real anisotropy. This analysis is based on the difference be-
tween the event rates recorded simultaneusly from different
directions, hence is free from systematics due to spurious rate
variations. In the analysis presented here, h was calculated by
averaging the hour angles of all events with a zenith angle less
than 45◦, and was found to be 18.6◦.

Due to the deep differences between the Equi-Zenith and
the East-West method, both in the approach and in handling
data, a comparison between them provides a good estimate of
systematic uncertainties. In fig.6, the right ascension projec-
tions obtained with the Equi-Zenith and the East-West meth-
ods are shown, for events with Nhits > 40. No significant
differences were found among the two distributions and the
agreement makes us confident on the reliability of the mea-
surement.

4.2.2. Solar Compton Getting effect
As explained previously, the CG effect was originally pro-

posed as a prediction of a dipolar anisotropy which should be
observed in sidereal time because of the motion of the solar
system with respect to the CR medium. Such an anisotropy
is not the only CG effect that can be investigated. In fact, the
Earth itself moves around the Sun and a CG effect should be
observed in solar time. Like the sidereal CG effect, the solar
CG effect can be predicted with a simple analytical model.
The expected signal is a dipole anisotropy with a maximum
intensity at 6 hr of solar time.

Even if the observation of the solar CG effect is less impor-
tant than the sidereal one (because there is no doubt that CRs
do not co-rotate with the Earth around the Sun), nevertheless
it gives important indications on the stability of the appara-
tus, and the agreement between observation and expectation
would be a strong validator of the detector performance, as
well as of the full chain of analysis.

Since the effects of the Sun activity influence the propaga-
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Figure 6. Relative intensity of cosmic rays obtained using the Equi-Zenith
method (squares) and the East-West method (triangles), together with the best
fit curves of the harmonic analysis.

tion of cosmic rays up to ∼1-10 TeV, we study the GC signal
using events of higher energy. Fig.7 reports the events distri-
bution in solar time compared to the expected one, for show-
ers with Nhits > 500, which correspond to a median proton
energy of 13.4 TeV. The solar CG effect is clearly observed,
with a maximum intensity at a solar time 6.67±0.37 hr.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper reports on the measurement of the large scale
anisotropy by the ARGO-YBJ experiment, in the energy
range ∼1-30 TeV. The data collected in 2008 and 2009, dur-
ing a phase of minimum solar activity, have been used to built
a two dimensional map of the CR intensity in the declination
band -10◦ < δ < +70◦. Two large structures are observed, i.e.
an excess region at R.A. = 50◦-140◦ in the direction of the
heliotail and a broad deficit at R.A. = 150◦-250◦, in the direc-
tion of the Galactic North Pole (R.A. = 192.3◦, decl = 27.4◦).
These observations are in fair agreement with previous results
from other experiments also using different techniques, sup-
porting the robustness of the result.

The high statistics of our sample allowed the detection of
many structures of angular size as small as ∼10 degrees, su-
perimposed to the largest structures. Even neglecting such a
small structures, the observed anisotropy is not a pure dipole,
and the harmonic analysis of the intensity distribution as a
function of the right ascension shows that the data can be de-
scribed by the first two components of a Fourier series, repre-
senting the diurnal and semidiurnal sidereal modulation. The
amplitude of the first harmonic is about a factor 1.5 larger than
the second one.

The energy dependence of the anisotropy has been studied
building two-dimensional sky maps for seven different inter-
vals of events multiplicity with median energies ranging from
0.9 to 24 TeV. In each map both the excess and deficit regions
are observed with high significance. The data show that the
absolute value of the intensity of both regions increases with
energy up to ∼10 TeV, then decreases, while the position of
both the maxima and the minimum shifts towards smaller val-
ues of right ascension. The similar energy dependence could
suggest that the origin of the excess and deficit regions is the
same.

The harmonic analysis shows a similar behaviour. The am-
plitude of the first harmonic increaes with energy and doubles
in the range ∼1 to ∼10 TeV, then decreases, creating a sort of
“knee” in the anisotropy spectrum. This “knee” is consistent
with the data of other detectors working in different energy
ranges. The general scenario is that first harmonic amplitude
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★ Expected CR anisotropy due to Earth’s orbital motion around the Sun: 
when an observer (CR detector) moves through a gas which is 
isotropic in the rest frame (CR “gas”), he sees a current of particles 
from the direction opposite to that of its own motion.

I = CR intensity 

γ = power-law index of CR spectrum (2.7)

v = detector velocity ≈ 30 km/s

θ = angle between detector motion and CR arrival direction

A detector on the Earth moving around the Sun scans various directions in space while the Earth spins.

Maximum at 6 hr solar time (when the detector is sensitive to a direction parallel to the Earth’s orbit)

A benchmark for the reliability of the detector and the analysis method. In fact, 
all the features (period, amplitude and phase) of the signal are predictable 
without uncertainty, due to the exquisitely kinetic nature of the effect.

The first clear observation of the SCG effect with an EAS array 
was reported by EAS-TOP (LNGS) in 1996 at about 1014 eV.

galactic cosmic ray anisotropy - Paolo Desiati

origin of large scale anisotropy : solar dipole

12

!"! !"!

#$!"!

#$!"!

‣ apparent energy-independent ~10-4 dipole 
anisotropy due to relative motion of Earth around 
the Sun

‣ motion of Earth around the Sun ~ 29 km/s

‣ reference system of cosmic rays is well known
Compton, A. H., & Getting, I. A. 1935, PhRv, 47, 817
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amplitude of (3.64 ± 0.36)× 10−4 and a phase of 6.67 ±
0.37 hr (χ2/dof = 34.5/16).

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper reports on the measurement of the large-scale
anisotropy by the ARGO-YBJ experiment in the energy range
∼1–30 TeV. The data collected in 2008 and 2009, during a
phase of minimum solar activity, have been used to built a two-
dimensional map of the CR intensity in the decl. band
−10° < δ < +70°. Two large structures are observed, i.e.,
an excess region at R.A. = 50°–140° in the direction of the
heliotail and a broad deficit at R.A. = 150°–250° in the
direction of the Galactic North Pole (R.A. = 192 °. 3, δ = 27 °. 4).
These observations are in fair agreement with previous results
from other experiments using different techniques, supporting
the robustness of the result. In particular, the amplitude of the
deficit is consistent with that measured by the Tibet AS-γ array
during the previous 8 years.

The high statistics of our sample allowed the detection of
many structures of angular size as small as ∼10°, superimposed
on the largest structures. Even neglecting such small structures,
the observed anisotropy is not a pure dipole and the harmonic
analysis of the intensity distribution as a function of the R.A.
shows that the data can be described by the first two
components of a Fourier series, representing the diurnal and
semidiurnal sidereal modulation. The amplitude of the first
harmonic is about a factor of 1.5 larger than the second.

The energy dependence of the anisotropy has been studied
building two-dimensional sky maps for seven different
intervals of event multiplicity with median energies ranging
from 1 to 30 TeV. The excess and deficit regions are observed
with high significance. The data show that the absolute value of
the intensity of both regions increases with energy up to
∼10 TeV, then decreases, while the positions of both the
maximum and the minimum slightly shift toward smaller
values of R.A. The similar energy dependence could suggest
that the origin of the excess and deficit regions is the same.

The harmonic analysis shows that the amplitude of the first
harmonic increases with energy and doubles in the range
∼1–10 TeV, then decreases. The position of maximum
intensity is consistent with the data of other detectors working
in different energy ranges. The general scenario is that the first
harmonic amplitude increases by a factor of ∼5 in the energy
range ∼100 GeV–10 TeV, and then decreases until the energy

reaches ∼400 TeV where the phase abruptly changes. The
phase observed by ARGO-YBJ is around 3 hr of sidereal time,
consistent with the decrease trend observed in the 100 GeV–
300 TeV range. The second harmonic amplitude also shows
similar behavior, but the variation is smaller.
In conclusion, the ARGO-YBJ data provide accurate

observations in the energy range where the anisotropy reaches
its maximum intensity, with a set of high statistics data
covering more than one decade of energy around this feature.
The reliability of the data and the analysis technique has been
checked using the East–West method, which gives consistent
results, and with the observation of the solar CG effect at
energies above 10 TeV, where the Sun activity effects are
expected to be negligible.
The origin of the observed anisotropy is still unknown.

Galactic cosmic rays are believed to be accelerated by
supernova blast waves and then trapped in the Galactic
magnetic fields. Since the strength of the magnetic fields is
supposed to be of the order of a few micro-Gauss, the gyro-
radii of CRs of energy 1–10 TeV could be of the order of10 2- –
10 3- pc, which is much smaller than the thickness of the
Galactic disk (∼200 pc). Hence, the motion of cosmic rays is
expected to be randomized and the arrival direction highly
isotropical. The observed small anisotropies are likely due to
the superimposition of different components which operate at
different scales. The distribution of sources, the irregularities of
the magnetic field, in particular in the neighborhood of the Sun,
likely contribute to some extent to shape the cosmic-ray spatial
distribution. The heliosphere could contribute to model the
anisotropy below 10 TeV with possible effects related to solar
activity. All of these components can be disentangled in the
future only with more precise measurements exploring in detail
the angular structures and the evolution of cosmic-ray
anisotropies over a wide energy range.
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pressure provides very good time resolution (1.8 ns) and
the high electrode resistivity limits the area interested by
the electrical discharge to few mm2. The apparatus has a
modular structure, the basic data-acquisition sector be-
ing a cluster (5.7×7.6 m2), made of 12 RPCs (2.85×1.23
m2 each). Each chamber is read by 80 external strips
of 6.75×61.8 cm2 (the spatial pixel), logically organized
in 10 independent pads of 55.6×61.8 cm2 which repre-
sent the time pixel of the detector [? ]. The read-out of
18360 pads and 146880 strips are the experimental out-
put of the detector. The RPCs are operated in streamer
mode by using a gas mixture (Ar 15%, Isobutane 10%,
TetraFluoroEthane 75%) for high altitude operation [?
]. The high voltage settled at 7.2 kV ensures an overall
efficiency of about 96% [? ]. The central carpet contains
130 clusters (hereafter ARGO-130) and the full detector
is composed of 153 clusters for a total active surface of
∼6700 m2. The total instrumented area is ∼11000 m2.
A simple, yet powerful, electronic logic has been imple-

mented to build an inclusive trigger. This logic is based
on a time correlation between the pad signals depending
on their relative distance. In this way, all the shower
events giving a number of fired pads Npad ≥ Ntrig in the
central carpet in a time window of 420 ns generate the
trigger. This trigger can work with high efficiency down
to Ntrig = 20, keeping the rate of random coincidences
negligible. The time calibrations of the pads is performed
according to the method reported in [? ? ].
abcd (almeno questo capoverso da correggere?) The

whole system, in smooth data taking since July 2006 with
ARGO-130, has been in stable data taking with the full
apparatus of 153 clusters since November 2007 with the
trigger condition Ntrig = 20 and a duty cycle ≥85%. The
trigger rate is ∼3.5 kHz with a dead time of 4%.
Once the coincidence of the secondary particles has

been recorded, the main parameters of the detected
shower are reconstructed following the procedure de-
scribed in [? ]. In short, the reconstruction is split into
the following steps. Firstly, the shower core position is
derived with the Maximum Likelihood method from the
lateral density distribution of the secondary particles. In
the second step, given the core position, the shower axis
is reconstructed by means of an iterative un-weighted
planar fit able to reject the time values belonging to non-
gaussian tails of the arrival time distribution. Finally,
a conical correction is applied to the surviving hits in
order to improve the angular resolution. Details on the
analysis procedure (e.g., reconstruction algorithms, data
selection, background evaluation, systematic errors) are
discussed in [? ? ? ].
The performance of the detector (angular resolution,

pointing accuracy, energy scale calibration) and the op-
eration stability are continuously monitored by observing
the Moon shadow, i.e., the deficit of CRs detected in its
direction [? ? ]. ARGO-YBJ observes the Moon shadow
with a sensitivity of ∼9 standard deviations (s.d.) per
month. The measured angular resolution is better than
0.5◦ for CR-induced showers with energy E > 5 TeV and

Strip-multiplicity number of E50
p [TeV]

interval events
25− 40 1.1409 × 1011 (38%) 0.66
40− 100 1.4317 × 1011 (48%) 1.4
100− 250 3.088 × 1010 (10%) 3.5
250− 630 8.86× 109 (3%) 7.3
more than 630 3.52× 109 (1%) 20

TABLE I: Multiplicity intervals used in the analysis. The
central columns report the number of events collected. The
right column shows the corresponding isotropic CR proton
median energy.

the overall absolute pointing accuracy is ∼0.1◦. The ab-
solute pointing of the detector is stable at a level of 0.1◦

and the angular resolution is stable at a level of 10% on
a monthly basis. The absolute rigidity scale uncertainty
of ARGO-YBJ is estimated to be less than 13% in the
range 1 - 30 TeV/Z [? ? ]. The last results obtained by
ARGO-YBJ are summarized in [? ].

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The analysis reported in this paper used abcd∼3×1011

showers recorded by the ARGO-YBJ experiment from
November 8th, 2007 till May 20th, 2012, after the follow-
ing selections: (1)≥25 strips must be fired on the ARGO-
130 central carpet; (2) zenith angle of the reconstructed
showers ≤50◦; (3) reconstructed core position inside a
150×150 m2 area centered on the detector. Data have
been recorded in 1587 days out of 1656, for a total obser-
vation time of 33012 hrs (86.7% duty-cycle). The zenith
cut selects the dec. region δ ∼ -20◦÷ 80◦. According to
the simulation, the median energy of the isotropic cosmic
ray proton flux is E50

p ≈1.8 TeV (mode energy≈0.7 TeV).
No gamma/hadron discrimination algorithms have been
applied to the data. Therefore, in the following the sky
maps are filled with all CRs possibly including photons,
without any discrimination.
In order to investigate the energy dependence of the

observed phenomena, the data-set has been divided into
five multiplicity intervals. The Table ?? reports the size
boundaries and the amount of events for each interval.
As a reference value, the right column reports the me-

dian energy of isotropic CR protons for each multiplic-
ity interval obtained via Monte Carlo simulation. This
choice is inherited from the standard LSA analyses, but
it can be only approximately interpreted as the energy of
the CRs giving the MSA. In fact the elemental composi-
tion and the energy spectrum are not known and that of
CR protons is just an hypothesis. In addition, as it will
be discussed in more detail, the multiplicity-energy rela-
tion is a function of the declination, which is difficult to
be accounted for for sources as extended as 20◦ or more.

The background contribution has been estimated with
the Direct Integration and the Time Swapping methods
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regions 1 and 2, as the average excess of regions 3 and 4 is
compatible with a null result.

The emission from region 1 is so intense and its obser-
vation so significant that interesting information can be
obtained from the analysis of the multiplicity-energy rela-
tion in the subregions of its parametrization. In fact, the
comparison of subregion spectra is an important tool to
check whether subregions are just geometrical parametri-
zations of the observed anisotropies or they host different
sources with various emission mechanisms.

Figure 7 poses the spectrum of the subregions 1U and
1L, with energy scales computed for a proton point source
having the average declination of each subregion. To get
more refined results at high energy, the last multiplicity bin
(more than 630 fired strips) was split into 630! 1599 and
" 1600. For region 1L, a cutoff around 15–20 TeV can be
noticed. The statistics at high multiplicity is very poor and
does not allow one to establish whether the cutoff contin-
ues at higher energy or not. Conversely, for region 1U, a
constantly increasing trend is obtained up to 26 TeV, which
marks a possible difference between the subregions. Such
a result has to be interpreted in the framework of a
declination-dependent energy response, to ascertain if a

cutoff is present at higher energy. Within the error bars, it
would be compatible with findings about region A by
Milagro [22].
As already said, the elemental composition and the

energy spectrum are not known, and that of CR protons
is just an hypothesis. The ‘‘photon’’ hypothesis cannot be
excluded a priori because, in this work, no gamma/hadron
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FIG. 6 (color online). Size spectrum of the four MSA regions
observed by ARGO-YBJ (regions 1 to 4 starting from the top).
The vertical axis represents the relative excess ðe! bÞ=b. The
statistical errors are represented as colored bands around the
experimental points.
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FIG. 7. Multiplicity spectra of the subregions 1U (a) and 1L
(b). The vertical axis represents the relative excess ðe! bÞ=b.
The upper horizontal scale shows the corresponding proton
median energy (TeV). Six multiplicity intervals were used in-
stead of the five described in Sec. III; see the text for details.
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FIG. 8 (color online). The relative event excess with respect to
the background in regions 1 to 4 as a function of the observation
time is shown starting from the top. The plots refer to events with
a multiplicity Nstrip > 25. The time-bin width is approximately

3 months.
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There is no evidence either of a seasonal variation or of constant increasing or decreasing trend of the emission. 

The time-bin width is 3 months 

Magnetic fields of the heliosphere may have an influence on the anisotropy.

Therefore, is important to probe the local interstellar space surrounding the 
heliosphere and the magnetic structure of the heliosphere.

The study of temporal variation of CR anisotropy is a useful tool to investigate the effects of solar activities.
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For the region 1L a cut-off around 15-20 TeV can be noticed, 
compatible with that observed by Milagro in the region “A”. 


The statistics at high multiplicity is very poor and does not allow 
to establish whether the cut-off continues at higher energy or not. 
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Conversely, for region 1U a constantly increasing trend is obtained up 
to 26 TeV, what marks a possible difference between the sub-regions.


